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The Chesty
Award

President’s Note:
Stanley A. Kozlowski

Apologies up-front for delays associated with getting this
issue of the Harborsite assembled, edited, printed, and
distributed. Thanks to all who contributed.

As you’ll read in Doug Heath’s
report on the 2012 Reunion in
Williamsburg (p. 6), Chesty
Awards were presented to Barry
Colassard, Tom Enwright, and
Leland Upshaw, for their
outstanding service work over the
years, both for the Marine Corps
and for our Association.
The CHESTY AWARD was
instituted in 2004 to recognize
members who have made
significant service contributions to
promote our brotherhood and
strengthen our ties as Recon
Marines and Navy Corpsmen.
The Chesty honors members for
what they have contributed to the
3rd Recon Association, not for
their valiant service when on
active duty. Up to four Chesty
Awards will be presented at each
reunion to those members that
have been selected by the
Chesty Award Committee.
Confidential nominations for the
Chesty Award must be in writing.
Only members of the Association
may nominate, or be nominated
for, a Chesty. No member may
receive a Chesty Award twice.
Contact Committee chair Jim
Flathers, or your company
President, to nominate a
deserving Recon Brother.

Within the pages of this issue of Harborsite, you will find
updates, announcements, and notices, as well as information
about the heroic actions of some of our current 3rd Recon
brethren. You will also encounter artistic expressions
submitted by members J. Michael Green, Larry Richards, and
Larry Vetter. What you won’t be reading are the details of
events just coming to light as this issue is going to press. Such
as the recovery of the remains of MIAs Cpl. Merlin Allen and
HM Michael Judd, members of Team Striker (Alpha Co.). More
information will be available at the Alpha Company website.
Roll Call to Sick Bay has increased of late. Among recent
reports of health concerns are Lyle Bates, Dave Otto, Keith
Huddleson, John Tote, and Carol Zapata. No doubt there are
others. My own regretted absence from Williamsburg was
health related. All the more reason to Call a Recon Brother
Today, and plan to attend that next Company or Assn. Reunion.
In light of age and illness, I’d like to offer a special salute to
those overworked, valiant members who consistently step
forward to further the objectives of our Association.
Salute,
Semper Fi,
Stan.
PS: A late addendum came in about flight arrangements for those
attending the Reunion in Branson in August (see pp. 26-27). Here is
the additional information:
For all of our Reconners and guests that are flying to the reunion in Branson:
There are two airports (Branson & Springfield). The Branson airport is closest at about 15
minutes away. There is a Shuttle to the Clarion Hotel that costs $10 per person to get to
Branson.
The Springfield airport is approx. 50 minutes away. You can get a ride to Branson by bus at
$75 each per bus. The more that ride on the bus, the less the individual cost.
In order to make the shuttle/bus available upon your arrival/departure, you will need to
contact the Hotel and airport with flight information.
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COMMANDING OFFICER / 3D RECONNAISSANCE BATTALION
MESSAGE TO OUR VETERANS
hurting for personnel.
The advent of Marine
Forces
Special
Operations Command
(MARSOC),
while
good for the Marine
Corps and for the
Nation,
hurt
the
reconnaissance community. We are now competing
with MARSOC for the Marines that are the toughest,
smartest, and strongest in the water. It takes a special
man to complete reconnaissance training, and many of
the few qualified Marines are opting to go to special
ops for the pay and status of being in Special
Operations Forces (SOF). Recon performs the same
type of mission, goes to the same schools, and fights in
the same areas as SOF, but we operate with less money,
recruiting, and attention. Right now we are in a
rebuilding stage as we recruit and train the next
generation of Recon Marines. Things are certainly
improving for 3d Recon as the Country’s strategic focus
shifts from the Mideast to Asia and the Pacific. If you
have sons, nephews, or grandsons who are considering
becoming a Marine, encourage them to go Recon. I
have also enclosed the Basic Reconnaissance Course
preparation card so that you can get a sense for the
basic training of a Marine 0321 Recon Man.

Men, on 6 July 2012 I assumed
command
of
3d
Reconnaissance
Battalion.
Taking command of this
battalion and being associated
with men like you is the
greatest honor of my life. As
the Commanding Officer, and
on behalf of all the men currently serving in the
Battalion, I want to say, first and foremost, thank you
for your willingness to serve our Nation. Whether you
served during Vietnam, Operation Iraqi Freedom,
Operation Enduring Freedom, or at any other time
throughout the unit’s glorious history, you are the
greatest individuals this country has ever produced.
Your willingness to sacrifice everything for this grand
experiment we call America sets you apart from 99
percent of our countrymen. Being a Marine is not an
easy undertaking. Marines and their families endure
significant hardships that most Americans will never
comprehend or appreciate.
As this year’s 237th Marine Corps Ball
approaches, I want to update you on the state of 3d
Recon Battalion. This past December (2011), the
Battalion returned from Operation Enduring Freedom,
where it conducted combat operations against a
determined enemy in the town of Sangin, Helmand
Province, Afghanistan. Sangin has been described as
the Fallujah of Afghanistan. Some of the toughest
fighting of OEF occurred in Sangin, and the Battalion
performed magnificently. Lately I have been
conducting award ceremonies for some of the heroes of
that deployment. You would be proud to meet these
men as they indeed live up to the standard set by 3d
Recon legends of Vietnam such as Lt. Frank Reasoner
and PFC James Honeycutt. On 31 August, Sergeant
Adam Richwine was awarded a Navy and Marine
Corps Achievement Medal with Combat Distinguishing
Device “V” for repeatedly exposing himself to enemy
fire during multiple engagements with the enemy. I
want to assure you that America continues to produce
intrepid patriots like yourselves. Sergeant Richwine is
one of many. I have enclosed several recent awards
with this letter to demonstrate the quality of Marines
that continue to volunteer for reconnaissance duty and
serve with 3d Recon.
Unfortunately, not all of the news is good. Marine
Corps Recon, and especially 3d Recon Battalion, is

365 days of the year 3d Reconnaissance Battalion has
two platoons deployed with the 31st Marine
Expeditionary Unit. The Marines not deployed with the
MEU are training out of Camp Schwab. In August, a
detachment consisting of a Force Recon Platoon and an
Amphibious Recon Platoon jump team deployed to
Alaska for two weeks and completed 400 jumps. The
culminating event was a 23,500’ AGL (25,000’ MSL)
night, combat equipment, on oxygen jump. While this
insertion training is impressive and among our Mission
Essential Tasks, our bread and butter will always be
amphibious and ground reconnaissance patrolling and
reporting. This is what the Marine Air Ground Task
Force commanders want from their recon assets. As you
have done before, we will continue to deliver.
If at any time you would like to contact me, email me at
eric.thompson0302@gmail.com. Thank you again for
your service, and Semper Fi.
E.N. THOMPSON
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3rd RECONNAISSANCE ASSOCIATION TREASURER’S REPORT
Doc Winters, Treasurer
Recon Brothers,
I am doing the report this time from April, 2012 to present and all income and expenses are lumped
together to give you a better idea as to what happened during this period.

Income
Donations: 1799.00, Reunion: 22,717.33, Px: 2,709.65. At the reunion there was over 7,000.00 sold
and most of those funds went to pay for the luncheon and some other expenses, and there was 3.50
made from the membership chairman. So as you can see that since we have no dues structure all of the
association income is made from the items listed above.

Expenses
Renew website host for nine years, 314.91. The yearly website fee was 281.64. Reunion 2012
including refunds 18,233.99. Start up fee for reunion 2014 1,000.00. Px 6,043.89/. Medal of Honor
student awards including shipping and supplies 2,067.19. Harborsite 3,267.72 a cage for the
association mascot Lexi 85.86. Battle streamers 344.70 and honor guard supplies 508.56 and then we
made the annual donations to the Semper Fi Fund and the Fisher House Foundation in honor of all our
departed recon brothers and that was 200.00 each and the donation to the Semper Fi Fund was doubled
through the GoDaddy.com company with a matching contribution so that totaled 400.00.
I will have to transfer funds from the savings account to the checking account as we have some big
expenses coming including another Harborsite and the Px needs restocked and then there are the Medal
of Honor student awards which are needed by the beginning of June.
Our account totals as of 2/28/2013 are:
Checking
6,556.03
Savings
10,593.99
4-CDs value 17,705.84
Marines and Corpsmen, there is a donation form enclosed with this Harborsite (see page 11) and if you
are able to contribute in any way it would be much appreciated. Please send the form to me at:
John Doc Winters, P.O. Box 38422, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15238
In glory and honor of all our departed recon brothers, all P.O.W.s and those listed as Missing in Action,
all hospitalized Veterans and to their families may God Bless them and our great nation.
Semper Fi Marines and Corpsmen,
Doc Winters, Treasurer
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- Doug Heath, Committee Chariman

I would like to take this opportunity to thank each
and every one of you who attended the Colonial
Williamsburg 2012 reunion in September, which was
held at the Crowne Plaza. We also would like to
thank the hotel for being so cordial to all of us and
putting on such great events. Of course, this reunion
would not have been successful without the help of
the reunion committee. I would like to thank my
wife, Aggie, Bob and Stanley Hoover, treasurer and
co-chairman Roy Rager and Rudy Fontane.
It took a lot of work and manpower to get everything
we needed and without the help of the members of
this committee it wouldn’t have been as successful as
it turned out.

The guest speaker, MARSOC Sergeant Major
Richard V. Ashton, noted that invitations to join the
3rd Recon Association have been sent to active-duty
and veteran personnel of the 3rd Reconnaissance
Battalion. No responses have been received. Ashton
noted in his address that it will likely be a while
before responses are received from veterans of
Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom.
He also noted that he is a proponent of “last-man
standing” organizations but is consistently voted
down on it within his own organizations.

We would also like to thank the Chamber of
Commerce in Williamsburg for all the help they gave
and leading us in the right direction.
Also we had some great donations from such
businesses such as Sam’s Club, Anheuser Busch, and
Sgt. Grit. Thank all of you for your generosisty.
Also, Leland Upshaw did a great job putting together
the Memorial Service. It turned out to be a great
event. Along with Leland updating the bell that Fred
Ostrum (deceased) had given the association. The
Memorial Service was very touching as usual and
brought along a lot of memories of those that served
in 3rd Recon. The memorial to the fallen warriors of
3rd Reconnaissance Battalion was solemn and
dignified. It commenced and concluded with bagpipe
and drum music from the Newport News Police
Department.

Bill Stusie, as usual, did a great job as the Master of
Ceremonies. Steve Lowery gave us a report on the
By-Laws since Stan Kozlowski or Tom Enwright
weren’t able to attend because of sickness and family
illnesses.
Leland Upshaw did a streamer presentation of all the
colors attached to the Battalion Flag. Five new
streamers were added to our battle colors. Stars were
added to four previously awarded battle streamers.
Job well done by explaining what all the colors
meant.

The banquet turned out to be just as successful as we
wanted. Dave Otto (Chaplain) gave the Invocation.
Doug Heath (Committee Chairman) welcomed all the
Association along with asking all the new members
to stand up and be counted for being there for their
first reunion. A large number of people were there for
the first time. What a remarkable group showed up.

Jim Flathers awarded the Chesty Awards to the
following members of the Association. These awards
are given for the outstanding contributions to the 3rd
Reconnaissance Bn. Those awarded were Barry
Colassard, Tom Enwright, and Leland Upshaw.
Thank all of you for the fine job you have done
(Continued on page 23)
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Aggie Heath, President
Also, those of you that ordered shirts, we’ll make
sure we do this again. At least this time we’ll know
the right sizes and I’m looking into different colors
for the next reunion. I do apologize for the
inconvenience we had with the sizes, but I’m sure
this is something that can’t be helped.

Well it’s been four months since the reunion. Wish
that everyone that didn’t make the reunion could
have been there. It was a great event even though I
was under the weather the whole time I was there. I
don’t know what I would have done without the help
of all the wonderful women that helped out.
Whatever be the case, everything went just fine.

Pease make sure all of you make a phone call to
someone you know with the auxiliary or any of the
ladies that are part of the association. We don’t have
to wait until the reunion to see or keep in touch with
each others. Also, a mini-reunion is being planned for
Branson, Mo., Aug. 14-17, by Delta Co. with Charlie
Co. joining in on all the fun and festivities. We invite
everyone to come and enjoy the beautiful town of
Branson. So therefore, any of you that are interested
in coming call me and I’ll get in touch with Jim
Flathers. So let me know as soon as possible if
interested. You can e-mail me at dnaheath@oal.com
or dnaheath@charter.net. Also, you may call me at
770-684-7668. Doug and I are looking forward to
going to Branson knowing that they are sure to treat
all military and retired military with open arms. Be
sure if you go, let’s wear our logo shirts to show how
proud we are of 3rd Recon. Association.

It was such a pleasure to know that again we had a
closer relationship with each other and a Ladies
Auxiliary meeting. We discussed the by-laws and the
part that will be enacted into the organization. Again,
all the women introduced themselves and we were so
glad to have the widows of the deceased members
there.
I want to thank all the women for their support in
contributing to the Women’s Auxiliary. We had an
auction that was a great asset to us. Between the
contributing and the auction I am happy to announce
we have over $2,000.00 in our account. This money
will be used to help out members of the Association
as well as contributing to anyone that may need our
help. In the event if any ladies know of special needs
among our members, please be sure to let me know.
We’ll do the best to be there for them.

Enjoyed each and every one of you and can’t wait to
see you all again either in Branson or Reno. Take
care and God Bless. By the way, anyone that would
like to join the Ladies Auxiliary, please let me know
and I’ll send you an application to fill out. All this
application consists of is information about your
husband’s company, and a few other questions about
his affiliations.

What a fantastic luncheon we had. It was the first
gathering for the auxiliary and hopefully everyone
enjoyed themselves. Let’s continue to do this
function every reunion we have and to make it
mandatory we enjoy ourselves again. At least we are
getting around to meeting everyone and doing fun
things together. Will be making plans for our next
reunion in the near future, so please be sure you
contact me with all the ideas you might have.

Semper Fi,
Aggie Heath
Ladies Auxiliary President

Addendum to Ladies Auxiliary Report: I’m in the process of making a scrap
book of the reunions. If anyone has extra pictures they want to contribute,
please send them to me. Thanks!
-- Aggie Heath
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DA KRONG PATROL
J. Michael Green
MAY 3, 1968
Vietnamese Army divisions had surrounded a
reinforced Marine regiment.
It had become obvious that NVA units were
leaving the Khe Sahn area by April 1968 although the
G-2 (intelligence) people did not know where the NVA
were hiding. One guess was the Da Krong valley,
which started near Route 9 between Vandergrift
Combat Base and Khe Sahn and extended southeast for
over thirty miles. The valley was an uninhabited
mountainous area with steep slopes, dense
undergrowth, and triple-canopy jungle that exceeded
150 feet in height. Recon had not had a team in the
area for at least a year and the infantry had never been
in the valley. Near the headwaters of the valley in the
south was a pass that led into the A Shau Valley,
another area known to be an NVA staging area for
troops to gather and rest before attacking US troops
and Vietnamese towns.
Helicopters were our least favorite method of
insertion since the noise they made would alert any
NVA within several miles that Marines were in the
area. With only eight men, a recon team was not able
to conduct a lengthy firefight with a larger force.
Stealth was our best weapon: If the enemy couldn’t
find us we were safe. On a normal helicopter insert we
would land in one corner of the recon zone, move
through the RZ, and be picked up in the opposite
corner of the RZ. Using the same landing zone was
dangerous since the NVA would often leave a
hunter/killer team around an insertion LZ in case we
used it again. The RZ for this patrol had only one
possible LZ within five klicks, so there was no choice
but to use the same LZ for insertion and extraction.
Insertion LZs would often be “prepped” by jets
dropping bombs, followed immediately by the
insertion CH-46 touching down to off-load the team.
Another ’46 circled nearby in case it was needed to
extract the team and aircrew. Two helicopter gun ships
would prowl the neighborhood to act as enforcers if the
insertion turned ugly. Steve and the lead pilot decided
not to prep the LZ and instead surprise anyone in the
area.

Steve Laktash stepped off the ramp of the CH46 at 1000 (10 AM) on May 3rd 1968 in a small
clearing adjacent to the Da Krong river. He scanned
the surrounding area for any signs of NVA. Normally,
the patrol leader and the radio operator went out first
so the men on the ground would have a radio in case
the pilot had to lift off; Steve was asked by the briefing
officer to go out solo on this patrol. No enemy
appeared but as the team peered out the windows, we
noticed a hooch (grass shack) and a cultivated corn
field. That was a definite sign of enemy activity since
no civilians were supposed to live in the area. Steve
waved out the rest of the team and we immediately
assumed our order of march. James “Smitty” Smith led
us out of the clearing, across a waist-deep stream, and
into the treeline.
Team Marblechamp, 3C1 (third platoon,
Charley Company, first team), of 3rd Reconnaissance
Battalion was assigned a recon zone (RZ) in the
northern portion of the Da Krong valley about ten
klicks (kilometers) south of Vandergrift Combat Base.
The patrol was scheduled for five days but the staff
who briefed us did not expect us to last more than one
or two days. This was the only time, to our knowledge,
that helicopters and jets were specifically assigned for
one patrol. Helicopters would normally insert a team
into an RZ and leave for another task. Beyond
insertions and extractions, helicopters and airplanes
were only available when a team was in trouble. For
this mission our insertion helicopters were to fly back
to Vandergrift and wait for us to release them; we also
had a flight of two F-4 Phantom jets waiting on the
flight line in Da Nang in case we needed air support.
Steve conducted a helicopter overflight the previous
day to check out the RZ and our landing zone, but this
one was different in that the chopper flew well above
the surrounding hills and made only one pass.
Hopefully the NVA would not be alerted that we were
coming.
The battle for Khe Sahn started in the summer
of 1967 and by the following January had evolved into
a siege that lasted for several more months. Situated in
the extreme northwestern portion of South Viet Nam,
Khe Sahn is within a few miles of the Demilitarized
Zone (DMZ) to the north and Laos to the west. This
was a major route for the NVA to move men and
supplies into South Viet Nam. Three North

(Note: Space restrictions prohibit printing the full account of
this poignant memoir within the pages of this HarborSite.
Please visit the website to continue reading J. Michael
Greene’s account of the 1968 Da Krong Patrol. ed.)
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Today I Cried
I went to the wall
today and I cried
I cried for the living
and I cried for those who died
I cried for myself
because I came home
Someday I will join
them and not be alone
I cried for the dreams
that will never unfold
For the love unspoken
that will never be told
I cried for my daughter
and my wife at my side
For the horror and
anguish covered by pride
I cried for a nation
so absorbed in its sin
It could turn its back
on its finest young men
I cried for my brothers
who still live in hell
With no one to turn to
their stories to tell
I went to the Wall
today and cried
by Larry Richards
A & B Co. 3rd Recon
1966 - 1968
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Vietnam Journal #1
A Veteran Returns to Vietnam

Larry Vetter

to mention that you would want to disinfect it every
time you sat down.

After a very decent flight (I
would
recommend
Qatar
Airlines), we arrived in Ha
Noi. I don't know about all of
Ha Noi, but the part we (my
daughter Kristen is with me)
saw from the airport to our hotel was really in
desperate need of a massive urban renewal project.
Still the hotel was nice for $40/night, and it was a bit
surreal to look over a part of the old city with massive
amounts of mildew in drizzling rain from our 5th floor
porch veranda. Saw my old interpreter from 2008 and
spent time with her. Then off to Da Nang where my
focus of interest (the family of Hoa - the mother of the
two Agent Orange diseased boys) resided. She had
according to my interpreter found us a $150/month 2br, 1-bath, house with AC not far from her. A couple
of my old friends from the rock mason business at
Marble Mountain would be at the airport to pick us up.

However, we have now completed, with my Marble
Mountain rock mason friends' help, negotiations to rent
the entire top 6th floor of our hotel for $450/month.
That is really only two rooms (each with one double
bed and the rest of the amenities that the first $22 one
has). On either end of the floor is a large porch with
great ocean views. One has a small laundry room off
it. We also have access to the kitchen and iron and
ironing table on the 1st floor - An extra few bucks a
month. And no one is going to use the small 6th floor
except us (all floors are small). The elevator stops at
the 5th. We have been invited to have parties on the
porches for the next three months. I think it could be a
great New Years party on the porch.
One possible negative for some would be that it's not
within walking distance of other businesses like
restaurants and groceries. That and no maid service,
e.g. we just went to the big store with grocery's and
bought our own toilet paper which come in rolls about
two-thirds the width of USA TP. This is the growing
end of the China Beach and there is a lot of open
space. But the city has laid out subdivisions with
streets, etc. for future development. There are only
two buildings on our block, but we face a six-lane
blvd. with ample street lights that ends 1.5 blocks away
at the developing beach front.

When we got to Da Nang there were three of my old
friends with a half-dozen roses for each Kristen and
myself. They had chartered a friend with a van at no
cost to carry us to the hotel they had picked out - for a
least a temporary stay. It is a very decent small
Vietnamese hotel where we intended to stay until we
found a better place - about 300 meters from the beach.
The beach is China Beach and is truly gorgeous. K
and I have a decent sized room with two double beds,
AC, small frig., nice bathroom, AC, a 32" flat screen
TV on the wall, real old time solid wood work for
doors, and an ocean view…for $22/night. Did I say air
conditioning? Did I say $22? Then our rock mason
friends took us to Hoa's house after we ate which is
described a few paragraphs below.

And up the beach, we had our first in-country meal. It
was truly fantastic. A small "outdoor" place across the
blvd. from the South China Sea and China Beach. It is
the sort of place stupid Gringos would pass by, but my
friends hauled Kristen and I in. It was roofed (part
thatch and part metal) with no sides, a rough concrete
floor, and you sat on small tables and chairs. No frills.

Well, the $150 house Mrs. Hoa (the mother of the two
Agent Orange diseased boys) had lined up for us didn't
meet my minimum standards, including the fact that
the front door (which was really like a wide business
front door with expandable metal frame) was
permanently fixed in the open position. The front yard
gate only about 30' away was the only front security on
a busy narrow dirt road (more like a busy alley). The
toilet looked like it could malfunction at any time, not

(Note: Space restrictions prohibit printing the full account of
this memoir within the pages of this Harborsite. Please visit
the website to continue reading Larry Vetter’s account of
his return to Vietnam.)
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RE: Donations to 3rd Reconnaissance Association:
Dear Friend, I hope you were able to gather together and enjoy the company of family and friends this past
Christmas and New Year.
As the month of April is upon us, I’m asking you for a donation to support the association. With your
support we can continue in our efforts to preserve the history of the 3rd Reconnaissance Battalion and the
men who served therein and support the men of the current battalion.
1.) Through your generous donations we are able to mail three Harbor Sites to over 1,700
association members and their family and friends. “April, August and December.”
2.) This May and June twelve framed certificates and $150.00 checks will be presented to
deserving students at our four Medal of Honor Awards Program schools. This has been an
ongoing event for many years now.
3.) On the Marine Corps Birthday a $300.00 check was presented to the Navy-Marine Corps
Relief Society honoring the memory of our brother members who passed away in the
preceding year.
4.) A $150 checked was mailed to The Wounded Warrior Program with future donations
planned.
5.) The association mailed another gift to the men of the current battalion that was timed for
arrival before Christmas 2010. We sent them 200 tee-shirts as Christmas presents at a cost of
$1,400. This is the third year we have mailed them gifts for Christmas. We plan to continue our
support to the men of the battalion in the future and if the battalion is deployed forward into
“Harms Way” we expect to provide care packages to the men who deploy.
6.) The association is looking for other areas to provide support and services to the members
and family of the associations, to the men of the current battalion and schools & children in 3
rd Recon’s RAOR
in Afghanistan. If you have any ideas? Please share.
Please support us in our efforts to honor the memory of our brothers and our service to our Country, our
Corps and our fellow Marines.
Enclosed is an expression of our gratitude; display it with pride.
I’d like to thank all who support the association and current battalion with their donations of money, time
and effort. Without you we could do nothing.
John “Doc” Winters, Treasurer
3 rd Recon Association
"Poor is the nation that has no Heroes, Shameful is the one that having them forgets"

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Please detach and send in with your donation. Check should be made out to 3 rd Recon Association and Mailed to:
John “Doc” Winters, PO Box 38422 Pittsburgh, PA 15238‐8422.
[ ] $15 [ ] $25 [ ] $50 [ ] $100 ___________ other.
From: First _________________________________ MI__________ Last ___________________________________________
Address: Street_______________________________ City_____________________________ State _______ ZIP___________
Phone ________________________ Year(s) in country __________________ Team(s)________________________________
Spouse_________________________ e‐mail____________________________________ Cell __________________________
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Bravo Company Report – Robert J. Hoover

Alpha Company Report -- Tom Vennemeyer

BRAVO COMPANY REPORT

ALPHA COMPANY REUNION
NOVEMBER IN NEW ORLEANS

It is again with a saddened heart that I start this
report with the notification of the passing of two
of our beloved brothers and teammates. On
Nov. 26, 2012, Ruben Zapata, of Runaway Bay,
Tx., passed away from heart complications. His
funeral was attended by Sandy Reid, his former
patrol leader and teammate. A floral
arrangement for the wake and funeral were
donated on behalf of Bravo Company. It was
also recently brought to my attention that on
January 8, 2013, Daniel Drogg of LaCrosse,
Wisconsin, also passed away at his residence.
The causes of his passing are unknown as of
this report. A sympathy card was forwarded to
the family on behalf of Bravo Company’s officers
and members. Please keep both families in your
prayers.

Alpha Company is planning it's next reunion in
New Orleans for November 7-10. As many of
you will recall, the membership voted to have
our 2013 reunion in New Orleans when we last
met in Reno in May, 2012. The Riverside Hilton
will be the hotel where our reunion will be held.
Ray Raymond has already negotiated an
attractive room rate of $139 per night for our
stay (including a few days before the 7th and
after the 10th). The Riverside Hilton is close to
the French Quarter, the World War II Museum,
and is across the street from Harrah's Casino.
We are working on attending the 4th Marine
Division's Marine Corps Birthday Ball. As many
of you may remember, we were able to attend
this Marine Corps Birthday Ball in 2000 when
the Battalion held its reunion in New Orleans.
The detailed reunion agenda is currently a
"Work-In-Process" and should be available in
the next 4-6 weeks. These further details will
then be posted on the Alpha Recon Association
website when they have been finalized.

GREETINGS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
During our Williamsburg meeting elections were
held for the vacant positions of Secretary and
Treasurer. Elected to fill those positions were
Ron Dornetta, as Secretary and Bob Mayo, as
Treasurer. Congratulations to both and “Thank
You” for volunteering.

All Recon Marines and friends are welcome to
attend this reunion. We are looking forward to
seeing as many of the members as possible in
the "Big Easy" in November!

Donations in the amount of $665 were collected
and deposited to the Company’s bank account.
An additional $250 was reimbursed to Bravo
Company from Len Rapuano’s Memorial book
proceeds, bringing our total balance to
$2,048.93. Thank You, Len, for all your hard
work in creating a nicely done MemorialDirectory book. (Continued on page 14)

Thanks and best regards,
Tom Vennemeyer
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Charlie Company Report -- Doug Heath

Delta Company Report -- Bill Donelly

First, let me start off by thanking all the
members that showed up for the reunion. I wish
all those that didn’t make the reunion could bave
been there. We all know that there are many
members that would have attended, but
because of either health problems or other
unmentioned circumstances were unable to
attend. Our thoughts and prayers are with all of
you from her on out. We’re not getting any
younger, so therefore as I have said before, it’s
important for all of us to keep in touch with each
other.

2013 has started out to be very busy for Jim
Flathers, Darlene Schneider and myself. Delta
company is, once again, planning their Co.
reunion, which is ALWAYS open to all members
of 3rd Recon Battalion, and their families. This
year's reunion is scheduled for Aug. 14-18, 2013
in beautiful Branson, Mo. We chose Branson
because so many members of our company and
the battalion, have expressed a desire to have a
reunion in the center of the United States.
Jim and I contacted the Branson Chamber of
Commerce about our desire to have our reunion
in their city. Well, that opened the flood gates,
and Jim and I have received about 26 offers
from hotels, shows, restaurants, and everything
else imaginable.

It was such a pleasure carrying out the duties of
Committee Chairman and hearing from 3rd
Recon brothers from all over the country. I
really enjoyed talking to each and every one of
them. I made so many phone ccalls and it all
paid off because we had such a great turn-out
with Charlie Company members attending. We
had over thirty marines show up at the 2012
reunion in Williamsburg.

We narrowed our choices down to about six
locations that were able to meet our wants and
needs, insuring that all who attend will have a
great time. Jim and his lovely wife, Linda, did a
"boots on the ground" visit and Recon of the
area, and as a result, the Clarion Branson Hotel
was chosen. Further information is located in
this issue of the Harborsite.

One thing I ask from all members is to be sure to
keep up up-dated with all current information
such as new addresses and new phone
numbers.

WE DO ASK THAT ALL WHO PLAN TO
ATTEND, REGISTER EARLY, and send your
reunion fee to Darlene Schneider, as soon as
possible to enable us to get all the rooms we
need, and enable us to reserve a large enough
hospitality room to handle our group.

On another issue, Tom Enwright sent out
invitations to Iraq and Afghanistan Marines of 3rd
Recon Bn., and has received zero responses to
join our association so far. Tom turned over the
membership committee chairman to Bob Vitello,
so therefore anyone with information about
membership can get in touch with Bob.

Semper Fi,
See you in Branson.
Bill Donnelly

(Continued on page 14)
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One of the topics that was brought up during our
meeting was the condition of Frank Reasoner’s
gravesite. Per your directions I was successful
in contacting the local Boy Scout Troop in
Kellogg, Idaho, which is headed by Mr. Phil Ruff.
In speaking with Mr. Ruff it was learned that
Frank Reasoner’s gravesite is well maintained
by the local Marine Corps League and the VFW
Post in Kellogg. Mr. Ruff further explained that
donations from the Valley Community were
solicited allowing the City of Kellogg, to be the
focal point for a Veteran’s Memorial Park. Mr.
Ruff forwarded several photo’s of the Park,
which is simply awesome. While it recognizes
the ultimate sacrifice by many local heroes it
also has it’s own focal point for it’s Medal of
Honor (MOH) recipient: that being a large
polished granite monument with an engraving of
Frank Reasoner and his MOH citation.

Charlie Co. Treasurer, Neil Grissom reported as
of 01/16/2013that our treasury has a balance of
$2,181.30, much of which came from sale of the
memorial book that Lenny Rapuano put together
and sold at the reunion.
A list of our members who died this past year
was also read during the meeting.
I want to remind everyone in the month of June
is when we usually have the Jenkins award
ceremony, which is held in Palatka, Florida, and
the Robert H. Jenkins Middle School. Anyone
who wants to attend is more than welcome to
attend the ceremonies.
Lenny Rapuano made a motion that donations
be made to a charitable organization in lieu of
sending flowers to the funerals of deceased
members. The family of the deceased will be
given the opportunity to name their charity. Also,
I suggest that if the family is in need of money
they can contact me with the suggestion instead.
If you don’t agree with my suggestion, please
contact me at me e-mail address or call me.

So rest assured knowing that Frank Reasoner’s
gravesite and memorial are truly honored and
well kept by the citizens of Kellogg, Idaho.
Another concern expressed during the meeting
was the acquisition of Bravo Company patches.
Roy Rager volunteered to obtain prices and was
successful in locating a shop in Ocala, Florida.
Roy has ordered 50 shoulder patches and 50
hat patches for a total cost to the Company of
$310. The order was recently received and they
will go on sale next month (February) at a cost
of $6.00 for the shoulder patch and $3.00 for the
hat patch. This price will include the shipping
cost incurred by each order. You may contact
myself or Roy Rager to place your order for next
month’s processing.

This was one of the best attendances ever for
Charlie Company. Let’s continue to stay in touch
and those of you who want to go to Branson,
August 14-18, and the Clarion Hotel, please get
in contact with me. We like to have a great time
together again. We are combining this reunion
with Delta Company, as well as any other
Company that wants to attend. Jim Flathers is
getting more information on the reunion and
we’ll be sure to get it all out as soon as possible.
So be on the look-out for the information either
on the web-site or the Harborsite. If I have to
personally call you with the information, I’ll do
so. Also, you can call Jim Flathers at 502-9685208.

Until we meet again in Reno, Nevada, please
“STAY SAFE” and SEMPER FI.
Respectfully Submitted
Robert J. Hoover Jr.

Again, thank all of you for attending the reunion
and staying in touch with me. God bless each
and every one of you, and most of all, God bless
America.
Semper Fi, Doug Heath
President of Charlie Company
(contact information on page 2)
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Warning Order: New Orleans 2013
Alpha Reunion

Semper Fi Fund Sends Thanks to
the 3rd Recon. Association

Serving Our Marines Since 1989

In December, Karen Guenther, President and CEO of
the Semper Fi Fund, sent the following letter to our
Association, in appreciation of our support of the
Semper Fi Fund and its objectives.

Initial plans have been completed
for our reunion. We have selected
the dates of 7-10 Nov. 2013, due to
the Marine Corps Birthday and
Veterans Day festivities in the city.
This is a very difficult and
competitive time in New Orleans for
rooms not only because of the Veterans and Marine
Corps activities, but also Saints football, Hornets
NBA, and Tulane football.

Semper Fi Fund
Building H49 Santa Margarita Road
Box 555193
Camp Pendleton, Ca. 92055
December 13, 2012
Dear 3rd Recon Association,
During this holiday season and on behalf of our Board
of Directors, staff, volunteers, and most importantly,
our injured and critically ill service members and their
families, I want to thank you for your generous
donation of $200 to the Semper Fi Fund which Go
Daddy informed us you made in November 2012 in
support of the Go Daddy Matching Gift Campaign. We
are grateful to you for believing in our mission of
"serving those who preserve our freedom " and are
thrilled that you are able to double your impact to our
service members by taking advantage of Go Daddy's
matching gift.

We have selected the New Orleans Hilton and
Riverside Towers. This hotel is located in downtown
New Orleans within 5 min. walking distance of the
French Quarter, Casino, River Walk and other
attractions. Those of us that attended the 2000 reunion
have fond memories of the perfect location, fine
facilities, and excellent cooperation we received during
our last muster in New Orleans. We are not scheduling
any organized activities with the exception of our
Banquet and Alpha business meetings. There are too
many attractions and choices, and with the time
constraints we are allowing our guests to choose their
venues. I am in process of working with the Marine
Corps on participation in the Marine Corps Birthday
and Ball festivities for those interested in attending.
Information to follow as it becomes available.
Information on registration to follow as we are still
quite a few months out.

With the help of donors nationwide, the Semper Fi
Fund has issued more than 50,000 grants to more than
8,500 of our wounded and critically ill service
members providing over $68 million in assistance to
those who need it most. As medevacs continue to
arrive stateside from Afghanistan carrying wounded
with multiple amputations and shrapnel injuries and as
more service members are diagnosed with the "
invisible injuries " of war - Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder ( PTSD ) and Traumatic Brain injury (TBI),
our caseload remains high.

I was able to negotiate a good rate of $139 per night,
higher than the $89 rate in 2000 but well below the
average rate of $210+ for downtown hotels. The Hilton
is also guaranteeing the $139 for 3 days prior and after
for those that desire early arrival or later departure.

We are forever grateful for your financial support for
our Veterans and their families. Bless you for
embodying the Marine Corps motto of SEMPER
FIDELIS " ALWAYS FAITHFUL" in helping to care
for our nation's injured and critically ill heroes.

Since this is an advance notice, many details are not
available. Please contact me with any questions or
suggestions.
As always we will endeavor to make this reunion a
wonderful experience.
Ray P. Raymond
ray.raymond1@att.net

Wishing you and your family a warm and Happy
Holiday Season, Sincerely,
Karen Guenther
Founder, President and CEO
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2012 Awards to Active Duty 3rd Reconners
These Marines of today’s 3rd Reconnaissance Bn. are among those who have recently been recognized for their heroism in
battle. Below are excerpts from the written recommendations for each of these valiant heroes.

Sergeant Adam C. Richwine
Sgt. Adam C. Richwine … for the Navy and Marine Corps
Achievement Medal with Combat Distinguishing Device for
heroic achievement while serving as Asst Team Leader, 2d
Platoon, Co. C, 3d Recon Bn., 2d Marine Div., August
2011, during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM.
(Excerpts) Sgt. Richwine’s team was ambushed as they
moved along a canal. The team leader suffered a gunshot
wound to his thigh, causing severe bleeding. Sgt Richwine
sprinted towards enemy fire, and dragged his wounded
leader behind cover. Under intense fire, Richwine applied a
tourniquet, a bandage, and administered morphine. The
patrol counterattacked and the insurgents egressed south.
Four days later Sgt Richwine was on a patrol in the village
of Malozai, Afghanistan, perhaps the most hostile village in
the region. The patrol was ambushed by Taliban fighters
armed with rifles and machine guns. Sgt Richwine was
under a steady volume of automatic fire during the initial
seconds of the fight. With no cover he charged 15 meters
directly at the enemy position. With indifference to the
PKM rounds, he fired four 40mm HEDP rounds directly at
the enemy. This one-man assault silenced the enemy PKM
fire and allowed the patrol to gain fire superiority.
Sgt Richwine’s extreme tenacity and refusal to yield in the
face of personal danger turned a dire situation into a victory
for his platoon.

Sergeant Patrick T. Washington
Sgt. Patrick T. Washington … for the Navy and Marine
Corps Achievement Medal with Combat Distinguishing
Device for heroic achievement while serving as Recon
Marine, 1st Platoon, Co. B, 3d Recon Bn, 2d Marine Div.
June-July, 2011 in support of Operation ENDURING
FREEDOM.
(Excerpts) …while clearing compounds in the village of
Malozai, Sgt. Washington’s element came under fire from
three enemy positions. Sgt. Washington sprinted from the
rear to the most engaged Marines on point, and under
intense fire maneuvered 25 meters to enter the nearest
compound and establish overwatch for the team. He then
provided suppressive fire that enabled the members of his
team to move into the compound. Sgt. Washington was
undeterred over the next two hours as insurgents continued
to fire at his rooftop position while he provided cover for
Marines clearing compounds.
Later, when enemy machinegun fire pinned them behind an
18-inch lip along the edge of the roof, Sgt. Washington
grabbed a LAAW, climbed onto the roof in a hail of bullets,
and identified the shooters who were firing from a break in
a wall 150 meters away. Under fire, he had the composure

to adjust his sights, rise and fire the LAAW. The rocket
destroyed the enemy position. Sgt. Washington’s bold
decision resulted in his breaking the enemy’s will to fight.
Less than a week later, in the village of Kang, Sgt.
Washington’s again thwarted an ambush by sprinting across
twenty meters of intense gunfire and calmly and accurately
employing a LAAW rocket to destroy and silence an enemy
fighting position. Sgt. Washington’s violence of action and
deadly accuracy ended the engagement and prevented his
element from sustaining any casualties.

SSgt Jeremy D. Froio
Staff Sergeant Jeremy D. Froio … for the Bronze Star
Medal with combat distinguishing device for heroic
achievement during ground combat operations in the Upper
Sangin Valley, Sangin District, Helmand Province,
Afghanistan, on 6 June 2011.
During a clearing mission near the village of Balozai, Staff
Sgt. Froio, 1st Platoon, Bravo Co., and his team received
machine gun fire and SAF from multiple positions, pinning
them in a dry canal. The enemy’s grazing fire prevented the
team from maneuvering. They were unable to lift their
heads above the canal in order to identify enemy positions.
Staff Sgt. Froio sprinted forward, under intense fire from an
enemy position. He rose from his position of minimal cover
and engaged the enemy with several High Explosive Dual
Purpose (HEDP) rounds. This bold action enabled the
remaining Marines to seek better cover in the micro terrain.
As the 180-degree ambush continued, Staff Sergeant Froio,
despite being targeted by the enemy, crawled from the
trench and marked enemy locations with smoke, allowing
other Marines to identify enemy positions. His initiative
under fire allowed the corpsman to retrieve a wounded
ANA soldier caught in the open due to the enemy fire.
Every attempt made to maneuver out of the trench was met
with responsive, suppressive fires. While under fire, Staff
Sgt. Froio conducted a Type II control for a GBU-54
released from an AV-8B Harrier. The ordnance hit the
enemy position 40 meters away from his position with
perfect accuracy, striking the compound and silencing the
enemy position. It is impossible to overstate the earth
shattering affect this ordnance had on the platoon at such
close range. However, Staff Sergeant Froio remained calm
and focused on the task at hand as he was still working a
pending artillery mission against an active enemy position.
By his zealous initiative, courageous actions, and
exceptional dedication to duty, Staff Sgt. Froio reflected
great credit upon him and upheld the highest traditions of
the Marine Corps and the United States Naval Service.

Silver Star for Corporal who Fended off Ambush
Excerpted from an article in the Marine Corps Times, by staff writer James K. Sanborn, Dec 10, 2012.

A former Marine reconnaissance man
received the Silver Star on Dec. 10, 2012, for
fending off an ambush and saving his platoon
despite sustained machine gun, automatic
grenade and rocket-propelled grenade fire during
a five-hour fight.
On June 6, 2011, then-Cpl. David M.
Gerardi, now a sergeant with the Army National
Guard’s 19 Special Forces Group, was on patrol
with 1st Platoon, Bravo Company, 3rd
Reconnaissance Battalion, in the Upper Sangin
Valley of Helmand province, Afghanistan.
While collecting biometric data on area
residents, enemy fighters fired on his position. It would quickly become the “largest, most contested
tactical action of the deployment,” according to a summary of action.
Gerardi maneuvered to identify enemy positions and saw movement in nearby compounds,
indicating a pending attack. His Team 2 provided overwatch for Team 1 to move on the compound.
Suddenly, the firefight exploded with a crescendo of medium machine gun and small-arms fire,
pinning Team 1 in a canal — outmanned, outgunned and in serious trouble. With the enemy less
than 100 meters away, the team could not return fire or recover an injured Afghan soldier.
“All those guys I knew almost my entire Marine Corps career. Some I knew since Infantry
Training Battalion and basic recon course. Those guys are brothers to me. You just don’t want to
give up on anyone,” Gerardi told Marine Corps Times.
He “ran forward directly towards Team 1 … to relieve pressure on the point element,” his
summary of action reads. He took cover behind a mud wall, coming under “extremely accurate fire”
from a compound less than 40 meters east that included RPG, medium and heavy machine gun, and
30mm grenade fire from a belt-fed, Russian-made AGS-17.
Gerardi left his position for a 2½-foot wall, making him more vulnerable but better able to
engage the enemy.
“Despite rounds cracking literally within inches of his head, he quickly and calmly acquired
the enemy fighter firing through a hole in a compound wall. He calmly and skillfully placed three
rounds of precision fire into the hole with his M110 [Semi-automatic Sniper System] killing the
enemy machine gunner,” the summary reads. Team 1 used the lull to recover the injured Afghan
soldier.
Gerardi continued suppressing enemy fire so a joint terminal attack controller could call for
fire. Meanwhile, high explosive rounds peppered Team 1 with debris.
In a final push to free them, Gerardi left cover again and fired an M72 Light Anti-Tank
Weapon, destroying two enemy “murder holes” in a compound wall, which allowed Team 1 to
maneuver in the canal, return fire and better treat the wounded Afghan soldier.
When another of 3rd Recon’s elements came under fire, he identified an enemy in a tree line and
killed him with one round from his M110 SASS. Soon after, friendly pilots delivered a 500-pound
guided bomb just 40 meters from his position, and two more artillery rockets landed within 90
meters.
The unit finally retreated under cover of darkness.
“In short, Corporal Gerardi was singularly responsible for the actions … which allowed
Bravo Company to break the decisive engagement of 1st Platoon.”
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Ruben Zapata

Daniel Droog

February 6, 1947
November 26, 2012

Bravo Company
October 14, 1946
January 8, 2013

Ruben Zapata, 65, of
Runaway Bay, Texas,
died Monday, Nov.
26, 2012.
Ruben was born Feb.
6, 1947, in Del Rio to
Manuel and Juanita
(Mendoza)
Zapata.
He served in the 3rd Recon of the
United States Marine Corps during the
Vietnam War and married Carolyn
Green on Oct. 26, 1969, in Acuna,
Mexico. He retired from Global Group
Inc. as a printer.
Ruben is survived by his wife, Carolyn
Zapata of Runaway Bay; sons Anthony
Bartoo and wife, Tracy, of Chico, and
Weldon Eugene Bartoo, Ruben Lee
Zapata Jr., Jason Samuel Zapata, and
Jessie Martinez and wife, Nicole, all of
Runaway Bay; daughters Yolanda
Zapata of Runaway Bay, and Michelle
Duncan and husband, Chase, of Frisco;
12 grandchildren; and five greatgrandchildren.
He is also survived by brothers Efrain
Hernandez of Maryland, Raul Zapata
of Fort Worth and Manuel Zapata Jr. of
Austin; sisters Orfa Linda Subialdea of
Fort Worth and Mickey Shortnacy of
Fort Worth; numerous nieces, nephews
and a host of friends.
Ruben was preceded in death by his
parents, a brother, three sisters and a
granddaughter, Brittney Zapata
Rest in Peace, Brother

Daniel “Dan” L. Droog, 66, of La
Crosse, passed away Jan. 8, 2013, at
his home.
He was
born in
Eau
Claire,
Wis., to
Vernon
and
Beverly
(Goff)
Droog.
Dan was
a proud
veteran
having
served in
the U.S.
Marine Corps during the Vietnam War
for “Bravo” Co. 3rd Recon Bn.
attached to 26th Marines. Dan served
from the Khe Sahn Siege in 1965 until
being honorably discharged in 1969.
His dedicated service to the USMC
was awarded by the following medals:
the National Defense Service Medal,
four Vietnamese Service Medals, the
Vietnamese Campaign Medal, two
Presidential Unit Citations, five Navy
Commendation Medals with Combat,
the Navy Unit Commendation, the
Combat Action Ribbon, the Good
Conduct
Medal,
and
Scuba
Qualification. Dan served with MACV
(Hue) and in hill fights, 881 and 861
(Khe Sahn).
On Jan. 15, 1972, he married Cornelia
“Corry” Van Dam in Safety Harbor,
Fla., and they later divorced. Dan was
employed at D.S. Electric Supply in La
Crosse for 35 years until his retirement
in 2007. He was a member of the
Thomas Rooney VFW Post 1530, the
Roy L. Vingers American Legion Post
52, the Loyal Order of Moose Lodge
#1920, and the Eagles Aerie #1254, all
of La Crosse, and a past president, zone
chairman, and Lioness liaison for the
La Crosse Lions Club. Dan was a past
president of the La Crosse Builder’s
Exchange and was on the board of
directors for the La Crosse Plugs. Dan
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enjoyed shooting pool, golfing, and
reading.
Survivors include his two daughters,
Jennifer (Tony) Richards of Greendale,
Wis., and Shannon (Josh) Leclair of
Boston, Mass.; three grandchildren,
Jackson Droog Richards, Bryn
Cornelia Richards, and Winston Leo
Robert LeClair; his mother, Beverly
Droog of La Crosse; three brothers,
Mark (Julie), Mike (Patty), and Matt
(Nancy); one sister-in-law, Diane
Droog; best friends, Rebecca and John;
and many nieces, nephews, other
relatives, and friends.
Dan was preceded in death by his
father, Vernon; and his brother, David.

Richard A.
Van Deusen
Delta Company, 1969
September 30, 1943
December 11, 2012

Richard Van Deusen, 69, of
Rockwood, PA, passed on Dec. 11,
2012 at the VA Medical Center in
Aspinwall. Born in Cleveland, Ohio, he
is the son of the late Clark and Ruth
(Allen) Van Deusen.
Richard was a veteran of the U.S.
Marine Corps and served his country in
Vietnam as a member of the 3rd
Reconnaissance Battalion, Delta Co.,
1965. He was a Purple Heart recipient
for injuries received in combat. A
graveside service with full military
honors was held at Fort Indiantown
Gap National Cemetery, Annville, the
place of interment.
Richard is survived by his son Dr.
Mathew A. Van Deusen and wife
Kathryn; daughter Rebecca V. Van
Deusen and Kelly Shaulis of Somerset;
grandchildren.

Lionel Guerra
April 20, 1947
June 28, 2012

Alexandrea, Kaylee, Cameron, Aidan,
Quinn, Olivia, and Cash; brother,
Roger Van Deusen of Cape Elizabeth,
Maine; and sister Judy Schulte of
Rialto, Calif.

Robert Painter
Bravo Company
May 25, 1947
October 1, 2012

Robert “Wolf” Painter
passed away October 1,
2012. He was a loving
father, grandfather and
brother. Robert was a hunter and
fisherman at heart. He had a huge
heart and strong resolve. He loved his
home and family in Spirit Lake.
Robert joined the Marines in 1966. He
was in the 2nd Marine Division,
serving his country in Vietnam. He
earned many medals, including the
Presidential Citation and the Purple
Heart. Although Robert may have left
Vietnam, it never left him. He was
first and foremost a Marine, never
forgetting the brothers he had to leave
behind. He was proud to serve his
country. Robert is survived by his
wife, Lisa Painter, brother Mike
(Sunshine) Varges, sons; Michael
Gallup(and wife Jamic), Curtis
Gallup, and Aries Painter, daughter,
Panda Ramsdell. He is also survived
by grandchildren; Samantha, Dimitri,
Katana, Triniti, & Hailey Gallup, and
Athena and Christina Ramsdell and
many more adopted children and
grandchildren who will greatly miss
him. Semper Fi Marine, You Will
Never Be Forgotten.

Call a Recon Brother Today

Lionel Guerra age 65 of Kennewick,
WA. passed away on Thursday, June
28, 2012. Lionel served his country as
a member of the United States Marine
Corps. during the Vietnam War. Where
he received a Purple Heart for his
service.
Lionel was born to
Antonio and Elisa
(Gomez) Guerra in
Relampago, Texas.
He received his
education
in
Granger,
WA.
graduating from Granger High School
in 1965. Lionel furthered his education
at the University of Washington
receiving his BA in Business
Administration.
On June 7, 1975 he married Celia
Pacheco in Granger, WA. and raised
two sons together while living in the
Lower Valley. Lionel was VicePresident for Banner Bank in
Sunnyside and Bellevue, WA. He also
established Guerra produce in 1978.
Lionel enjoyed long walks in the park,
reading, martial arts and international
travel, he reached the level of 7th
degree black belt in Karate. He was a
member of the Kiwanis Club, Lions
Club, Chamber of Commerce in both
Sunnyside and Bellevue, WA. and
was an active member in the Rotary
and VFW of Bellevue. He was a
Board Member of AAA and Heritage
University. He was also a director for
the United Way.
Lionel is survived by his loving wife
Celia Guerra of Kennewick, WA. his
sons Miguel Guerra of Seattle, WA.
and Anthony Guerra of Kennewick,
WA.
and
one
granddaughter
Mackenzie. He is also survived by
four sisters, Emilia Guerra of
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Sunnyside, WA. Irma (Steve)
Rodriguez of West Richland, WA.
Carol (Freddy) Guerra and Raquel
(Mark) Guerra both of Yakima, WA.
four brothers Lupe (Isabel) Guerra,
Lino (Hilda) Guerra and Joe (Lucy)
Guerra all of Sunnyside, WA. and Joel
Guerra of Yakima, WA. He is also
survived by many nieces and
nephews. Lionel is preceded in death
by his parents and one brother and one
sister.

Taps
3rd Reconnaissance Battalion (Rein), 3rd Marine Division, Fleet Marine Force Pacific
On these pages are listed the Marines and Navy Corpsmen who served with the
3rd Reconnaissance Battalion and who died since their service in the battalion.
They are maintaining the watch at our final Harborsite.
Adams, Robert D
Adermann Robert W
Akins, Leon D
Alexander, Daniel A
Algiers Sr., Ray R
Alioth, Timothy C
Allen, Wayne G
Alsip, Robert S
Alwardt, Dean L
Amos, O.D.
Anderson, Gerald H
Anderson, Terry L
Antico, Thomas, W
Apodaca, Ronald R
Apps, James S
Armer, Billy R
Ashley, Anthony
Babb, Tonye G
Backer, Floyd E
Badolato, Edward V
Bailey Jr., Garner
Bailey, Gary “Doc”
Bales, Ernie L
Ball, Lawrence J
Bamberg, Robert J
Bankson, Earl R
Bannister, Donald R
Barham II, Robert L
Barker, Floyd E
Barnerd, James “Mike”
Bazydlo, Thomas J
Beards, Joseph
Beck, Donald W
Beekman, Clarence M
Bell, Alton L
Bell, Rheaford C
Bevill, Ernest L
Beymer, Gerill C
Blocker, James C
Blanchard, Don R
Blocker, James C
Blumka, William E
Boechler, Kenneth F
Boehler, Carl G
Bond, Harold R
Borkman, Donald
Borpwick, Paul J
Boswell, Donald H
Brand, Gregory K
Brandenburg, Stuart M
Brockman, Charles M
Brown, Edward D
Bruce, Gordon V
Bruno, Raymond H
Bryant, William P
Bubb, Richard H
Buesch, Richard W
Bujan, William H
Burleson, Ephraim H
Burns, Edward R

Burnside, Jr., Grant G
Burns, Roy T
Burra, Bruce S
Burritt, Richard C
Bush, Joseph P
Cain, Thomas O
Calvert, Robert W
Camp, Richard D
Canfield, Fredrick D
Cannon, James E
Carnicle, Dennis M
Carrigan, Francis J
Carrigan, James E
Carty, John J
Cassidy, William R
Castania, Donald W
Castelfranco, Michael J
Chandler, John L
Chapin, Peter R
Chapman, Harold T
Clark, Alexander N
Clark, Richard W
Cline, James W
Clouse, Larry D
Coffman, Clovis C
Cogbill, Dennis W
Collins, Patrick G
Compton, James B
Cone Jr., Thomas
Consaul, James
Constantine, Richard H
Corley, Harry R
Corsetti, Harry J
Cosgrove Jr., Charles F
Coyle, Maynard L
Crouch, George M
Cuomo, Sabino
Daley, Phil
Darquenne, Robert A
Davidson, William A
DeCarlo, John T
Deem Jr., Donnie H
Deese, Casey C
Diak, Edward S
Diaz, Mel A
Dixon, Robert W
Dobbs, Wallace B
Donivan, Michael C
Dotson, Con R
Douglas, Joseph E
Drogy, Dainiel
Dunbar, Charles L
Dunson, Fred E
Duperroir, James
Early, Robert W
Eaton, Michael D
Ebner, John R
Ende, David L
Engle, Charles J
Esquera, Gary D

Everitt, Dennis L
Falvey, Dennis J
Farris, Jr., Ott C
Fattig, Charles W
Felsentreger, Howard H
Fife, Ralph P “Doc”
Finkel, Michael G
Flanders, Robert W
Flohr, Richard
Fontaine (Bamberg), R J
Foster, John S “Doc”
Foster, Sr., McArthur
Fox, Joseph W
Fraley, William
Franco, Mike
Fraley, William
Franklin, James F
Froning, Bart
Fullerton, Gerald L
Gains, Arthur L
Garner, Alfred F
Gasper, William R
Gatlin, Thomas
Gehrman, Jon
Geller, Brian E
Gerdom, Richard L
Geronimo, Martin Jr
Giacalone, Conrad L
Gibbs, Thomas K
Gilbert, Robert
Giuliani, John James
Gonzales, Frank
Goode, Michael R
Goodwin, James
Gordon, Robert F
Gorski, John P
Grainger, Lawrence R
Gray, Bobby G “Doc”
Greer, Charles W
Gribben, Michael L
Griess, Danny L
Griffin, Jimmie
Grimes, Charles
Gruerman, Gary R
Gsell, George L
Giuliani, John J
Guerra, Lionel
Hajdino, Rodney J
Hall II, Arthur P
Hanley, Patrick J
Hanrahan, Thomas P
Harden, Richard M “Wes”
Harrod, Lawrence W
Hatfield, Floyd M
Hatfield, Lloyd M
Helm, Walter
Hennenman, James M
Herb, Dennis
Herman, Charles W
Hernandez, Gilbert S

Herpel, Joseph W
Hetick, David D
Hietala, Dalbert A
Hill, Dan L
Hill, Reuben
Hisler, Norman R
Horne, Russell M
Howell, Maurice M
Hue, John J
Hughes, Robert L
Hull, Gary L
Hunter Jr., William R
Hyche, Malcom R
Ike, Louis W
Jackson Jr., Alfred N
Jackson, Lawrence T
Jacobson, Carl A
Jacques, Maurice J
Jakobiak Sr., Donald A
James, Michael
Jennings Jr., Orval V
Jansen, Laurens J
Johnson, Fred A
Johnson, James S
Johnson Jr., Joe E
Junkes, Charles F
Kaler, Daniel J
Kearby, Eddie W
Keeler, Lawrence C
Kelley, John J
Kelm, Sr, Charles “Leo”
Kerridge Jr., John B
Kinane, James J
Kinson, Nathaniel J
Kitchens, Cleon “Dutch”
Klein, Richard L
Klupp, Gerald J
Knowles, Michael M
Koerner,Sr. Peter W
Kostroun, Ronald L
Kraft, Gary C
Kuenzer, Larry J
Kuhl, James D
Kujawa, Sylvester H
Kurzhals, Glenn
Langdon Jr., James
Laycox, Loren E
Leavitt, Michael L
Leigh, William D
Lentz, John R
Locke, Wallace G
Loew, Sr William”Doc”
Lorfink, John W
Lovett, Michael R
Lowery, William
Lumpkin, Albert R
Lybrand, William A
Lynar, Donald A
Lynch, Dennis R
Macholtz, Kurt E

Mahr, Thomas A
Majoy, Ernest C
Mandre, Ernest C
Maris, Merrick L
Marin Jr., Jeronimo
Martin, Don H
Martin, John W
Mason, James P
Mathis, Jack D
Matranga, John M
McAfee, James M
McAllister, Edward J
McCain, James E
McClain, Ronald R
McCreight, William R
McCullough, Larry A
McCusker, Thomas
McGee, Edward E
McGinnis, Reuben J
McLain, Ronald, R
McLean, Robert E
McNiel, Jr., Charles P
McSparin, Warren
Melson, Alvin J
Melson Jr., Wilton E
Merrill, Henry M
Mertens, Edward L
Meyers, Ernie C
Micke, Nicholas F
Miller, Ronald E “Doc”
Miller, Wallace M
Moffett, Frank E
Montgomery, Thomas E
Montoya, Ernest J
Moody, Daniel C
Moon, Steve R
Mooney, Clifford D
Morales, Santos R
Moreno, Jesus
Morgan, Douglas W
Morgan, Richard F
Morgan, Van S
Morici, Peter
Morrissey, John T
Morrow, Robert E
Morton, William L
Mosley, Tracy M
Mott, John S
Murray, Ulis
Meyer, Michael A
Myers, Edrell
Muter, C. William
Nagle, Earl L
Neal, William R
Neddeau, Charles P
Neeley, James W
Nicklow, Jonas H
Noe, James H
Norman, C
Norman III, John H

Norris, Charles R
Nosal, Alphanso W
O’Connell, Henry F
Oeh, Charles C
O’Flynn, James F
Oleksiak, Robert S
Oliver, James G
Osborne, Richard G
Ostrom, Fred D
Owen, Allen
Painter, Robert
Parker, Varnell
Parr, Ronald L
Patton, Donald R
Paulson, Wayne H
Payne, Harold J
Perry, Curtis A
Petrovich, Joseph A
Picou, Henry C
Pierz, Gerald P
Pizzuti, Peter A
Plain, Sr., Gordon J
Pollard, Herman E
Powless, William N
Price, James W
Priebe, Terry C
Prichard, Alexander J
Quick III, Paul W
Rael, Felex
Randell, Gary L
Raymond, John E
Reilly, Walter S

Revell, Joseph E
Richards, Lawrence D
Richardson, Lovett T
Robinson, Scott R
Roby, George D “Doug”
Romero, John E
Rosas, Eleazor
Rose, Carlton O
Rosenberg, James
Rosenholm, Erick J
Rosser, Sid “Doc”
Rouse, Alan D
Rudolf, Thomas R
Ryan Fenstermaker, Ed
Safley, Charles E
Samuelson, Guy E
Sansbury, John L
Sargent Jr Robert C
Sare, Dale L
Sawyer, Kenneth J
Saxon, George L
Schlaiss, William
Schneider, Lawrence E
Schultz, Gary R
Schuster, Raymond D

Scott, Robert A
See, Roger D
Seeman, Michael E
Seveney, Russell A
Severance, David E
Shaul, John F
Shaver, William C
Shea, Richard
Shreve Jr., James G
Sieber, Roy E
Sisemore, Jack L
Sitton, Edward D
Sivak, David M
Skinner, James R
Skully, Kenneth A
Slater, Robert M
Slaughter, Thomas L
Smith, Randell J
Soldner, Dennis M
Southwick, Jr, Robert M
Spath, Robert W
Spear, Dennis W
Spears Robert
Spillman Jr., Walter L
Stafford, Richard W
Stanion, William C

“Do not stand at my grave and weep
I am not there. I do not sleep.
I am a thousand winds that blow.
I am the diamond glints on snow.
I am the sunlight on ripened grain.
I am the gentle autumn rain.
When you awaken in the morning's hush
I am the swift uplifting rush
Of quiet birds in circled flight.
I am the soft stars that shine at night.
Do not stand at my grave and cry;
I am not there. I did not die.”

Statzer, Robert J
Stebbins, Robert E
Stevens, Charles A
Stevens, Edward L
Stevens, James R “Bob”
Stufflebeam, David A
Sutherland, Paul F
Swalboski, Michael J
Swift, Tommie L
Tate, Dillon D
Teague, Tommy
Teeter, Stephen, L
Terrebonne, Theard J
Thompson, Robert E
Thorson, Jr, Arthur S
Trudeau, Peter J
Turner Jr, Robert L
Turner, Ellis “Doc”
Tuthill, Bruce U
Tyler, James W “Doc”
Uber, Michael J
Uphold, George H
VanCleve, Roy R
Vandeusen, Richard A
Vaserberg, Ralph
Vasquez, Norberto
Violette, Thomas A

Wade, Robin J
Walker, Ronald A
Wall Jr., Joseph W
Wallenstein, John
Ward, Lyndolph
Warden, Robert J
Watson, Talbot E
Weeden, Vernon E
Weislocher, Dale F
Weller, Ernest
Wells, Ralph
Weslow, John H
Westmeyer Jesse H
White, Donald J.
Whittington, William M
Whittmore, William D
Wilhelm, John H “Jack”
Wilkins, Albert J
Williams, Marcus C
Willis, Richard N
Winslow, Robert C
Wolfe, Brent L
Woods, Levi W
Yarber, Henry C
Zapata, Ruben
Zeinstra, Steven A
Zink Jr., Robert A “Doc”

Excerpted from USA TODAY, February 24, 2013, by Jim Michaels

When U.S. and NATO top brass gathered in Kabul to
mark a change in the top leadership this month, all three
American generals lined up on stage were Marines.
Afghanistan is a landlocked country, but for the second
consecutive time President Obama nominated a Marine
to lead the war there. Joining the outgoing and incoming
commanders on stage was Marine Gen. Jim Mattis, chief
of the command that oversees all forces in the Middle
East region.
Little noticed outside defense circles, it was a historic
moment for the Marine Corps, a seagoing service whose
beginnings were to provide security and landing parties
for Navy ships. "The Marine Corps is clearly punching
above its weight," said Peter Mansoor, a retired Army
colonel and military history professor. "This is a very
unusual and singular moment in Marine Corps history."
The Marines are aware of just how singular it is. With
195,000 troops it is the smallest service of the armed
forces, representing only 8% of the overall Defense
Department budget. Until World War II, the Marines
didn't have an active duty four-star general.
Today it has six four-star generals, a record number,
serving in prominent positions around the world. Gen.
John Allen, who stepped down as commander in
Afghanistan, was the first Marine to command an entire
theater of war. The commandant of the Marine Corps,
Gen. James Amos, said it was not something that
happened by design. "We've just got a string of very
seasoned combat generals," Amos said in a recent speech
at the American Enterprise Institute. Analysts agree,
saying the Marine generals are chosen on an individual
basis as commands have to be filled.
Still, they point to factors that have contributed to the
growing prominence of the Marine Corps: The wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan played to the strength of Marine
officers, and the emphasis on joint commands mean
Marines have more opportunities to take jobs outside
their service. The joint commands "got the leadership the
recognition that it has deserved," said Walt Ford, editor
of Leatherneck magazine and a retired Marine colonel
The success Marines have had in top positions may also
have something to do with their leadership training,
Mansoor said. "I think there is something about how
Marines approach professional military education that
produces officers with a broad view of the world and who
are flexible and can deal with the very different
challenges of the type of wars we're fighting today," he

said. "With a few exceptions, the Army tends to breed
good company men," Mansoor added.
The Marine Corps is as much a mindset as it is a set of
capabilities. The service bills itself as an expeditionary
force, able to get to hot spots fast with lots of firepower.
But its reputation is built on something less tangible:
fighting spirit, or what Marines call esprit de corps.
"Marines don't celebrate their technology to the same
extent as the Navy and Air Force," said Aaron O'Connell,
a Marine reserve officer and author of Underdogs: The
Making of the Modern Marine Corps. That spirit may
have made the Marines more insular in the past, but
today it has helped them rise to prominent positions as
the United States battles irregular enemies far from its
shores. "I think the Marines have a cultural advantage
over the other services when it comes to dealing with
chaos and uncertainty," O'Connell said.
The rising prominence of Marine leaders has not gone
unnoticed by the other services. "There is a big
competition for the U.S. commands," Ford said. The
Marine Corps is particularly sensitive to competition
from the other services, who in the past have been behind
efforts to eliminate or shrink the corps. The Marine Corps
has survived 20 such attempts since its founding in 1775,
O'Connell said. The Corps' popularity on Capitol Hill and
among the American public has always saved it, but that
history has infused Marines with a healthy dose of
paranoia. "The Marine Corps more than any other service
is forever vigilant to threats to its existence," O'Connell
said.
Even today Marines worry about getting complacent.
"Most Marines look at it as a bubble we won't see again
for a long time," Ford said of the record number of fourstar generals. In fact, upcoming retirements will likely
reduce the number of Marine generals. Allen announced
this week that he plans to retire, turning down a
nomination to be the top NATO officer in Europe.
Allen's likely replacement is Air Force Gen. Philip M.
Breedlove, the Associated Press reported, citing an
unnamed senior NATO official. Mattis will step down as
chief of Central Command and will be replaced by an
Army general, the Pentagon has said. Still, analysts say
the Marine Corps can finally let go of its fears."The
Marine Corps should not worry about its organizational
survival," Mansoor said. "The American people have
embraced it as an institution."
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BYLAWS AMENDED IN WILLIAMSBURG
2012

(Continued from page 6)

The bylaws of our Association were amended at the
Williamsburg Reunion. One article was amended to avoid
denying Membership to those who served in combat for
which no medal or ribbon may have been awarded, and
for which no combat zone may have been established.
Also to ensure that only those who are combat veterans of
the 3rd Recon Battalion are accepted as Members.
Another article was amended at Williamsburg to
remove past restrictions of Membership in the Auxiliary to
wives of Members, and to expand it to now include
women Members and all women Associate Members.
A full text of the current by-laws is available on our
website. Of particular interest is the way they have been
amended over the years, reflecting our growing, evolving,
association.
They were first amended in 1990, in Las Vegas, with
an article designed to improve money-handling matters
between reunions. A year later, at Hilton Head, SC, the
members amended the bylaws to authorize subordinate
associations.
In 1998, back in Las Vegas, we approved a bylaw
creating an executive committee, to facilitate decision
making between periodic meetings.
Reunions in
Louisville, Ky. (2004) and San Diego, Ca. (2006) saw the
adoption of amendments linking terms of office to
periodic meetings, and the authorization of our Wives
Auxiliary.
Many of these substantive changes necessitated
“housekeeping” changes to other sections and articles, in
order to maintain consistency of language. Bylaw
committee members who have dealt with the details over
the years should be thanked and saluted for their service.
One thing remains unchanged, however. Our sixpoint objectives continue to state our mission:

throughout the years. Barry Collassard can be commended
for his volunteering at the Marine Corp Museum and still
going strong. Tom Enwright, thanks for being such a great
membership chairman and Leland Upshaw for all the extra
work done throughout the years.
An additional award was presented to Dr. Gene
“Keith” Huddleston by Doug Heath, Charlie Co.
President. Little did members realize how instrumental
Keith was on writing the reconnaissance manual for the
U.S. Marine Corp Institute while stationed at Eighth and I.
That manual today is standard procedure throughout the
Marine Corp. Thank you Keith for being such an
inspiration to 3rd Reconnaissance Battalion. We are very
proud of you Keith, for not only serving with us but also
your professional accomplishments as well. Thanks you
for your loyalty to the U.S. Marine Corp. where you will
always be acknowledged for what you have done.
Also, all the widows of the deceased members of the
association were presented with a beautiful rose presented
by Aggie Heath and Sandy Hoover. What an inspirational
moment fro all of us. We want to thank all of the women
for attending the reunion on behalf of their husbands.
What a wonderful gesture on their behalf. Hopefully all of
you will continue to come to all other reunions. We
enjoyed you there. God bless all of you.
We had a special cutting of the beautiful 3rd Recon
cake with the oldest marine and the youngest marine at the
reunion.
We would like to take time to thank Bob Hoover for
a job well done along with wife Sandy for doing the
registration and Bob being the treasurer for the reunion.
Bob gave a financial report within the first week after the
reunion. The reunion showed a balance of $4,300.00,
which was outstanding.
The reunion concluded with the spontaneous singing
of the Marine’s Hymn at the end of the banquet, which
made up for the tepid spontaneous singing of the National
Anthem at the beginning of the banquet.
Thank you all for attending and hope to see all of
you at the reunion with Delta Co. and Charlie Co. being
held in Branson, Mo., August 14-17, 2013, and the
3rd Recon Bn. Reunion in Reno, Nevada, in 2014.
Also, any other companies are more than welcome to
attend the reunion in Branson. Those of you interested
can call Jim Flathers for more information at the following
number (402-968-5208)
Semper Fi,
Doug Heath
Colonial Williamsburg Committee Chairman, 2012

* To promote renewed fellowship of all Marines and
Navy personnel who are combat veterans of the 3rd
Reconnaissance Battalion;
* To locate and account for all who so served;
* To preserve the memory of those who so served and are
now deceased, either while with the 3rd Reconnaissance
Battalion, or since;
* To promote preservation of an accurate historical
account of such service;
* To promote research and understanding and healing
with regard to those who so served; and
* To promote artistic expression of the combat
experience.
Visit the website to view the current bylaws.
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(Excerpted from an article Mar 05, 2013. by Cpl. Mark
W. Stroud, CAMP GONSALVES, Okinawa, Japan).

broad way that would easily allow us to assist HADR
missions."

"You can't prep for (the Jungle Warfare Training
Center) -- it's not possible, not for the jungle and not
for the weather," said Sgt. Matthew J. Foglesong, a
team leader and reconnaissance man with Company B,
3rd Recon Bn. "You just have to take everything you
have learned in the past and make it work for you."

"Training to support the MEU includes working with
whatever agencies or parts of the MEU will provide
the commander the information he needs" said Capt.
George F. Mittnacht, the company commander for
Company B.
Rain left the Marines battling to carry packs weighing
as much as 90 pounds up steep hills made
treacherously slick by mud and loose debris, and
fighting against plunging temperatures to stay warm at
night -- a fight made more difficult by wet clothing and
lack of shelter.

Marines with Company B, 3rd Recon. Bn., 3rd Marine
Division, III Marine Expeditionary Force, put their
experience to use in overcoming rugged terrain and
inclement weather to complete a four-day patrol at the
JWTC on Camp Gonsalves Feb. 19–22 during the final
event of a two-week field exercise.

"If you can do it here, any other place in the AsiaPacific region is not going to be an issue," said
Foglesong. It doesn't matter until you are cold, hungry,
tired and on your second week in the jungle and
everything hurts. This is about learning how to operate
at a high level while you are uncomfortable."

In the training scenario, the Marines' mission was to
determine the suitability of a site for the operation of
an expeditionary base camp from which to provide
humanitarian relief following a major typhoon, as well
as determine the passability of roads and rivers leading
into the affected area.

Despite the elements and fatigue, the Marines pushed
through rough terrain to complete their mission.

"The MEU commander sent us to do reconnaissance to
see if he could send resupply into the area of a natural
disaster and make sure that it was safe for them to
bring in food and supplies. There were hostiles in this
scenario, so we used our particular skill-set to
complete the reconnaissance completely undetected."

"This mission went really well," said Pace. "We started
giving the (command center) reports including a lot of
good pictures and information for the MEU
commander about this area."
The Marines left the area via special purpose insertion
and extraction system upon the completion of their
mission, a method designed for the rapid extraction of
service members from areas with terrain unsuitable for
the landing of aircraft. The reconnaissance men
attached themselves by harness to a special purpose
insertion and extraction rope suspended from a
hovering MV-22B Osprey, which flew them to a
nearby landing zone.

The hostiles in the scenario, played by other Marines
with 3rd Recon. Bn., represented insurgents operating
in areas of reduced government control in an affected
nation, complicating the humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief operation. The Marines adopted the role
of a MEU's amphibious reconnaissance platoon for the
purposes of the scenario, a role they are scheduled to
fill during their deployment later this year.
"We can certainly provide information and help the
MEU maintain better situational awareness on the
ground," said Capt. Brian J. Lusczynski, a platoon
commander with Company B. "The techniques we use
and the things we look for in the reconnaissance
aspects of our mission allow us to be employed in a

"Training is the biggest part of it, that is why we train
for all of these different scenarios, so that we will be
ready for whatever comes," said Pace.
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Arlington Cemetery Debuts New Interactive Map
From an AP report by Matthew Barakat, Oct, 2012

WASHINGTON --- Arlington National
Cemetery has made available to the public a
massive electronic database detailing the gravesites
of the roughly 400,000 people buried there.
Cemetery officials built the database over the last
two years to verify the accuracy of their records
brought into question by reports of misidentified
graves. Prior to 2010, the cemetery used paper
records and maps to track who is buried where.
The cemetery announced the project at an
Association of the United States Army convention
in Washington. The interactive map is available
through its website and through a free smartphone
app. It uses geospatial technology to hone in on
specific graves and can also be searched by name. It
can be accessed through the cemetery's website:
http://www.arlingtoncemetery.mil/

Officials say the new app makes it easier for people
walking the cemetery to locate a loved one's burial
place. The app can be downloaded at the cemetery's
visitor center.
The database has been the subject of a
painstaking review and even now is not 100 percent
complete. Katharine Kelley, the cemetery's director
of accountability, said that about 99.4 percent of the
nearly 260,000 gravesites, niches and markers have
been verified.

When a name is called up, a viewer can see
when the person was buried and the dates of their
birth and death. Photos of the front and back of the
headstone can also be viewed. Monuments and
memorials that commemorate the service of specific
military units are also included in the database.

The remaining few deal largely with some of
the cemetery's oldest graves and records, which date
to the Civil War. In many cases, it may be an effort
to verify the spelling of the first name of a spouse
buried at the cemetery among disparate handwritten
records.

The application also highlights some of the
notable graves throughout the cemetery that are
popular with the roughly 4 million visitors annually
that the cemetery draws.
"This is a great day for veterans and our
families," said Kathryn Condon, executive director
of the Army National Military Cemeteries, which
includes Arlington.

Condon said she could not say how much it
cost to develop the website and mobile app, largely
because the work to develop the technology was
conducted in house.
The geospatial technology used to power the
smartphone is the same that the cemetery uses to
coordinate the 25 to 30 burials conducted there
every day. Care is taken to ensure, for example, that
maintenance work at the cemetery is not conducted
at the same time and place as a burial service.

Call a Recon
Brother Today!
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2013 “DIRTY” DELTA COMPANY REUNION
****Branson MO. August 14th – 17th *** Reunion Information
THE CLARION BRANSON HOTEL
2820 West Highway 76
Make your reservation before July 14th.
Branson, MO. 65616
1‐800‐725‐2236
Branson offers a variety of Tours and Shows for everyone’s enjoyment during the reunion. The Clarion
Hotel will welcome Delta Company Wed. Aug. 14th and be our Harborsite until Sunday August 18th.
Call for room reservations and mention you are with “Dirty Delta” Reunion Group.
The room rate is $89.00 per room per night plus tax.
A deluxe breakfast is included in the room rate. Rates are available 3days prior and 3 days after the
reunion based on availability. Rooms not reserved by July 14th will be dropped from the group block.

Registration Fees: Fees are based on the total package of events and are separate from the hotel registration.
Please see the Itinerary page. Fees will cover all planned reunion activities and a final night dinner, cruise, and
entertainment on The Showboat Branson Belle.
Delta Co. will purchase tickets for the Saturday entertainment, meal, and cruise only.
Cost: [_] $200 Per Couple [_] Single $100 #[_] Children 12 yrs. To 17 yrs. @ $65.00
Need more information?
Contact: Jim Flathers at bassassin2@insightbb.com, Phone # (502) 968-5208
Bill Donnelly at donnelly065@cox.net, Phone # (760) 721-3704
Darlene Schneider at: Cheryl.schneider@fuse.net, Phone # (859) 342-6456
You may cancel your reservations 30 days prior (July 14) to the event and obtain a full refund of fees paid to
Delta Co. Reunion. 50% refund thereafter.
The Branson area has numerous RV parks located in the reunion area. To obtain Information about the RV
parks contact Explore Branson.com or call the Branson /Lakes area Chamber of Commerce. (800) 214-3661
Contact Pam Brown at Gatherings Plus 1-417-338-4048 for any and all tickets to Shows and Events. Delta Co.
is not responsible for any tickets purchased, however, we would advise you to purchase your tickets in
advance for better seating. As always, mention Dirty Delta for military reunion discounts. Also any show with
15 attending from our group will get even better discounts. Same as 30, better discount, etc. So, if a group can
get organized and purchase tickets at 15 or better, you should be able to sit together and get a better price.
Tickets also can be purchased in Branson during the reunion.
All shows shown on Itinerary are voluntary and suggested by Pam Brown at Gatherings Plus.
-----------------------------------------------“Branson Reunion Registration Form” ------------------------------------------------Reunion Registration is separate from the Hotel. Tear off and use this form to register with Delta Company for the Reunion.

First Name________________ Last Name___________________
Address______________________________________________

Check or money order made payable to:

"Delta 3rd Recon”

City___________________________ State____ Zip___________
Phone # (days) _________________Evenings _______________

MAIL TO:
Delta Co. 3rd Recon Reunion
Attn: C Darlene Schneider
3920 Narrows Rd
Erlanger, Ky. 41018

Email Address_________________________________________
Recon. Company (s)____________ Year (s)______________
Team Name__________________ First Reunion?_________
Recon Association Status_____________________________
[_] Member [_] Associate Member [_] Friend of Association
Cost: [_] $200 Per Couple [_] Single $100 #[_] Children 12 yrs. To 17 yrs. @ $65.00
Name(s) of additional guest(s) attending. When listing children, please include age. Please print clearly.
___________________________ ___________________________ Total Attending: ______________
___________________________ ___________________________ Fees Enclosed _______________
Special needs or handicap requests: ____________________________ _____________________________
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THE CLARION BRANSON HOTEL
2820 West Highway 76
Branson, MO. 65616
1‐800‐725‐2236

DELTA COMPANY 3rd RECON BATTALION
Branson, Missouri
AUGUST 14-18, 2013
Show Ticket Purchase Information
SHOWBOAT TICKETS ARE PROVIDED BY DELTA CO. REGISTRATION FEES.
Additional show choices listed below are not covered by Reunion Registration Cost
NAME_________________________________________________________________
GUEST/SPOUSE_________________________________________________________
ADDRESS______________________________________________________________
CITY___________________________STATE______________ZIP________________
TELEPHONE________________________EMAIL_______________________________
Aug. 14, SIX Show,
_______# of Attendees
Aug. 15, Area Tour & Shopping,
_______# of Attendees
Aug. 15, Dixie Stampede,
_______# of Attendees
Aug. 16, Copper Run Distillery,
_______# of Attendees
Aug. 16, #1 Hits of the 60’s Show, _______# of Attendees
Aug. 17, 4 Seasons/Beach Boys,
_______# of Attendees
(All pricing includes transportation, tax and gratuity).

x
x
x
x
x
x

$39.00
$15.00
$56.00
$15.00
$33.00
$39.00

pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp

$____________
$____________
$____________
$____________
$____________
$____________

TOTAL DUE $_____________

A 50% deposit is requested by June 14, 2013 with final payment due August 14, 2013. Refunds on cancellations
after August 7, 2013 will be on a case by case basis.

MAIL TICKET FORM AND CHECK PAYABLE TO:
GATHERINGS PLUS
P. O. BOX 1023, BRANSON WEST, MO. 65737
417-338-4048…pamb@bransonmilitaryreunions.com
Reunion Website: www.reunionpro.com
Discounted tickets to additional shows/attractions can be ordered also through this website. Go to “shows
and attractions” and select the show you want!!!
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Vietnam Journal #1
A Veteran Returns to Vietnam

Larry Vetter

After a very decent flight (I
would
recommend
Qatar
Airlines), we arrived in Ha
Noi. I don't know about all of
Ha Noi, but the part we (my
daughter Kristen is with me)
saw from the airport to our hotel was really in
desperate need of a massive urban renewal project.
Still the hotel was nice for $40/night, and it was a bit
surreal to look over a part of the old city with massive
amounts of mildew in drizzling rain from our 5th floor
porch veranda. Saw my old interpreter from 2008 and
spent time with her. Then off to Da Nang where my
focus of interest (the family of Hoa - the mother of the
two Agent Orange diseased boys) resided. She had
according to my interpreter found us a $150/month 2br, 1-bath, house with AC not far from her. A couple
of my old friends from the rock mason business at
Marble Mountain would be at the airport to pick us up.
When we got to Da Nang there were three of my old
friends with a half-dozen roses for each Kristen and
myself. They had chartered a friend with a van at no
cost to carry us to the hotel they had picked out - for a
least a temporary stay. It is a very decent small
Vietnamese hotel where we intended to stay until we
found a better place - about 300 meters from the beach.
The beach is China Beach and is truly gorgeous. K
and I have a decent sized room with two double beds,
AC, small frig., nice bathroom, AC, a 32" flat screen
TV on the wall, real old time solid wood work for
doors, and an ocean view…for $22/night. Did I say air
conditioning? Did I say $22? Then our rock mason
friends took us to Hoa's house after we ate which is
described a few paragraphs below.
Well, the $150 house Mrs. Hoa (the mother of the two
Agent Orange diseased boys) had lined up for us didn't
meet my minimum standards, including the fact that
the front door (which was really like a wide business
front door with expandable metal frame) was
permanently fixed in the open position. The front yard
gate only about 30' away was the only front security on
a busy narrow dirt road (more like a busy alley). The
toilet looked like it could malfunction at any time, not
to mention that you would want to disinfect it every
time you sat down.
However, we have now completed, with my Marble

Mountain rock mason friends' help, negotiations to rent
the entire top 6th floor of our hotel for $450/month.
That is really only two rooms (each with one double
bed and the rest of the amenities that the first $22 one
has). On either end of the floor is a large porch with
great ocean views. One has a small laundry room off
it. We also have access to the kitchen and iron and
ironing table on the 1st floor - An extra few bucks a
month. And no one is going to use the small 6th floor
except us (all floors are small). The elevator stops at
the 5th. We have been invited to have parties on the
porches for the next three months. I think it could be a
great New Year’s party on the porch.
One possible negative for some would be that it's not
within walking distance of other businesses like
restaurants and groceries. That and no maid service,
e.g. we just went to the big store with grocery's and
bought our own toilet paper which come in rolls about
two-thirds the width of USA TP. This is the growing
end of the China Beach and there is a lot of open
space. But the city has laid out subdivisions with
streets, etc. for future development. There are only
two buildings on our block, but we face a six-lane
blvd. with ample street lights that ends 1.5 blocks away
at the developing beach front.
And up the beach, we had our first in-country meal. It
was truly fantastic. A small "outdoor" place across the
blvd. from the South China Sea and China Beach. It is
the sort of place stupid Gringos would pass by, but my
friends hauled Kristen and I in. It was roofed (part
thatch and part metal) with no sides, a rough concrete
floor, and you sat on small tables and chairs. No frills.
The menu was unique: you went with the owner to see
first hand his fifteen (+/-) wash tubs filled with running
water. In each was one entrée either swimming or
immobilized within its clam shell. You picked your
gastronomical adventure and returned to your table and
toasted your soon-to-be meal. Our driver taught me to
say in Vietnamese, "One-two-three…toast." The table
was filled with hot spices that would make a Mexican
green with envy. Kristen (just returned from South
America) was very impressed and said she was
"stoked." The sun was shinning with few to no clouds
and most boats were anchored not far away. The
waves are not Hawaii, but they are surfable. Their new

Statue of the Buddha light house on the southeast side
of Monkey Mountain had been completed, and as I
night-time type can be seen shinning like their all lit-up
Jesus, not all that far away. The meals/beers for six as
described cost about $40. Since I was buying, I was
"stoked." Although you can't help at first choking
when they say $850,000 Dong. (About $21,000 to
$22,000 Dong per dollar.)
We spent some time on the back end of my Marble
Mountain friends' scooters including time with Mrs.
Hoa and her kids. Mrs. Hoa's oldest daughter (age
23/24) is coming by in the morning at 5:30am to take
us exercising on the beach and to meet up with my
Marble Mountain friends who are going to be walking
down the beach at sunrise (actually 5:30am is before
sunrise.) Then we go to Mrs. Hoa's where Kristen is
going to evaluate Mrs. Hoa's two sons' physical
condition and she and I will come up with a home care
program for them. It is unreal how many people are
out on the beach before dawn to exercise.
Da Nang is an really beautiful coastline Asian city.
There has been probably ten sets of gorgeous
beachfront condos and about the same in hotels built in
one stretch of about ten miles of beach front since the
last time I was here. Just Chamber of Commerce
picture perfect. I'm waiting to find a casino. Build it
and they will come…The Gold Coast of Asia.
My Marble Mountain friends have been a God send.
The two of them have those kind of personalities that
are outgoing and "chipper" and just plain fun. They
take us everywhere on the backend of their scooters.
Today we got by Hoa's, the bank, and Sister Catherine
Men of the Catholic school and spent some time
talking with her. I sent word through the chain of nuns
for her to come see some friends from America. When
she got to the school office and saw me, she yelled in
her Vietnamese-English, "Law-ry." Kristen and I are
going to see her and her choir on Saturday. They have
been invited to sing Christmas songs at the opening of
a new business. Then of course to Mass on Sunday
where she may have me as a substitute lector. When
Sister found out Kristen was a nurse she immediately
began showing K her skin rashes the doctors say they
can't do anything about. So K is doing her nurse
practice here.
We also saw Hoa and her children. Dang, she has
done wonders with her little and very humble kind of
sort of poor man's townhouse located down back alleys
that are about thee feet wide. The money I have sent

over the past four years has gone to good use. Kristen
has visited with the two boys and done a quick
assessment of their strength and is planning on
developing a pulley system for the boys to practice
some elementary weight training, and give them a
protein/vitamin mix to drink. She has committed to
going their daily to help the boys exercise. She
actually now has made an exercise pulley out of a
jump rope, a strap, and gloves glued around the
handles, because of the boys need to have help holding
on to the handles.
I've got to work out a few kinks in the new
"penthouse" suite we have. For one the TV does not
show the networks that are available and not even the
BBC. If the owner wishes me to help him market his
product to Gringoes he must get this essential. For
two, he needs to have a shower chair in the bathroom.
The new shower is the entire bathroom and sitting on
a chair in the room under the shower is a nice
substitute for the tub. I guess you might be able to
stretch the hand held water hose over to the toilet and
sit there, but under the shower would be better. In
addition, there needs to be a chest of drawers. In
addition, I have killed three 1.5 inch long cockroaches
- but a boy from Texas knows that is why boots have
"pointed" toes: to crush cockroaches in the corner.
I still have to get another adaptor for electricity. The
one Apple sold me is not the right kind. Blew my
electric shaver out of my hand, ala the little gnome on
Travelocity or whatever it is.
But the sunrise on this beach is exactly the right kind.
Kristen and one of Hoa's daughters and myself walked
at dawn about three miles of the beach. Fantastic. My
Pieces/Pieces Personality felt very at home.
So far I love it.

Yes this is me with my new Vietnamese coiffure.

groceries. Then came a trip back to the Hotel Sea
Flower and started unloading and making a sandwich.
BTW, I carried a duffel bag on my back in which our
groceries were stuffed, and tried my best not to lean
too far in any direction as we zipped around town.
Back at the hotel, Kristen and I both had a whole
wheat bread with cream cheese and smoked salmon
sandwich. Kristen seems to want to run the little
kitchen downstairs when we are there. She makes me
my sandwich and asks what I want to drink.

My hair salon. A hair cut, nails, smoothing rough
feet callouses, beard trim, and ear wax removal
costs $5. My stylist’s name is Linh.
There is a 12 hour time difference with EST being
behind me: 6am Saturday here and 6pm Friday in EST.
For the first time I didn't sleep well last night. Think I
was figuring finances planning to save about $2,500 in
2.5 mos.- need to have money to return to the USA.
Cost of living: Just on my salary, you can live nicely
here and save. That could be something like saving
$20,000 in one year easily and still living nicely dayto-day.
Yesterday, we went to the grocery store (not the open
market) and bought about $55 of food that would have
cost about $150 in the states. Kept checking the bank
account and my deposits to Wells Fargo didn't come in
until about 7pm Friday here which would have meant
that they got credited to my account about 7am Friday
back home. Our motor scooter cousins, Be and Ly,
have been taking us everywhere and insisting that they
are totally free to do whatever for us. So we zoom
around the scooter packed streets of Da Nang, Viet
Nam. It is a wonder that there aren't more accidents. I
shouldn't say anything but it is amazing how they fold
traffic together like a deck of cards when they hit
intersections and traffic circles. Most are scooters, but
there are the four-wheeled vehicles that move through
the traffic like the big dogs on the block. I mean the
traffic folds together going all four directions in the
same place at the same time without traffic signals or
other traffic control signs. You are resting your butt on
the back of one these two-wheeled dare devils and just
have to trust that if God wanted you here, He'll take
care of you while here.
Anyway, we went to see the Da Nang Ho Chi Minh
museum and then used a credit card to go to buy

Then later I had my act somewhat together for showing
Hoa and family the film of them I took four years
ago…. Was going to walk (about a mile) but saw the
young receptionist (23 year old young man - son of the
owner), and he took me on the back of his scooter.
Later Be and Ly showed up at their house with
Kristen, and Be was upset that I didn't call her for a
ride. I told her it wouldn't happen again. We had a fun
time at Hoa's. Hoa spent most of the time holding my
hand or arm, and some time holding Kristen's. She
said that there have been others from the West to come
by and see her boys, but I'm the only one who has
returned. I am now officially a part of this Vietnamese
family. But back at the hotel we are making friends
with the owner and as we ate Kristen's sandwiches, we
also drink a bit of Merlot we bought. When we gave
the owner some (his son declined as he had gotten
wasted the night before and still had a headache), he of
course had to offer us some of his "whatever the hell it
was" drink. He had this gallon-sized glass jar stuffed
with various kinds of small dead animals from snakes
to squid. The brown liquid didn't seem to have much
room for itself. But the man poured a Saki type bitsy
cup full and gave it to me. Kristen took one sip and
thought better of it. I drank it. It wasn't too bad.
Something like a cross between bad liquor and
varnish. I was glad the cup wasn't bigger and felt like
Anthony Bourdain (sp?) on a trip around the Far East
eating and drinking God only knows what.
Be and Ly are coming by in about 1.5 hours to pick us
up to go to the ATM machine and try to get some of
my money out. Got to pay the rent here $478.57 for
one month including the use of their laundry and
kitchen. That's about $8/day for each of our two
rooms with the use of their top 6th floor porches,
kitchen and laundry.
I cannot tell you how beautiful the moon and sun rises
are over the South China Sea and China Beach as seen
from our front porch six floors up. The breeze blows
at about 15 mph and haven't had one mosquito mess

with me yet.
BTW, Kristen and I have been biking (as in bicycle) in
the dark down to an Aussie Ex-Pat bar and back (about
7/8 K one way). The first night we had a pizza (not
Pizza Hut, but pretty good) and K had four beers,
while I added two Captains and coke) on the top of two
beers. Beer costs $1.50 - $2.00 each. Except you can
buy an ice bucket of six for $7.00 +/- Happy hour is
buy one beer and get one free. Well drinks cost $2.00.
Our pizza, beers, and tip cost $25.
Ain't much like trying to keep up with K on anything,
in this case a bicycle. She does not have a first gear
nor a second. She had a light strapped to her bike
basket facing forward and I behind her had a similar
light with strap around my hat facing backward. I
hoped riding in tandem we had our front and rear
covered with lights. About a 7 or 8 kilometer one-way
trip. You can work off the alcohol.
BTW, as I am putting this together tonight, we had
biked in the light rain to eat at this very nice
Vietnamese restaurant. We had three dishes: (1) a
mixed steamed veggie/shrimp plate (soaking in hot
spices); (2) grilled minced shrimp on green onion
spears; and (3) a great mound of Seafood Fried Rice.
With one beer, all that cost was $11. The 330ml can
(11.2 oz) of Biere LaRue was 60 cents.

This is our skinny six-story hotel. We have the entire
top floor (two rooms) with porches on either end, and
clothes washer. The elevator goes to the 5th Floor.
The owner and his son, the manager, are very friendly.
They have found us bicycles to ride and occasionally
repair them. The owner took us out to eat Sunday
brunch at this very attractive Vietnamese restaurant
with water features and sculpted wood everywhere.
He refused to accept my trying to pay for anything.
He was a Viet Cong captain in the neighborhood where
I worked as a Marine in the same general time frame.
He doesn’t speak any English, but we laugh about
maybe our paths came close and it was good we were
poor shots. They seem to have an ability to let the past
be the past. More so than we do.
This is Hoa (mother of the
family that we am here
helping) wearing my Western
hat. She is the Mom of the
kids with Agent Orange
diseases. She is 47 with six
kids from 24 to 12. Does not
speak a work of English. She
has started me on a
“motorbike.” Went for a
drive yesterday and again today. I want to try to avoid
the kamakazies out there, so taking it a bit easy for
now. Still got up to 50 Kmph !!! Don’t know I would
have done if some idiot would have pulled out in front
of me.
Below is a picture of three of her kids and husband.
The two boys are
Toan, on the right,
age 20, and Nghia,
two years younger
(pronounced Nia).
Nia has been in the
hospital three times
since we’ve been
here with respiratory
problems. We’ve bought them a nebulizer and chest
rubs. Their arm and leg muscles are virtually nonexistent and are essentially quadriplegic. Their arms
and legs are growing tight in a more closed position as
they get older. Kristen exercises them daily to try to
stop and maybe reverse that trend. The boys cannot sit
like this very long and they start to fall over and cannot
do anything about it themselves. That is daughter #3,
Giang (pronounced I think Yang). She is 18 and just

started college. That is their father who was crushed in
an accident as pedicab driver. His right side, including
his brain are damaged. They have two beds: this one
with the hard bamboo surface is one. The other has a
mattress.
Below is the other bed. The 21 year-old daughter in
the center is Diem
(“Yeem”)
with
her two children
and
husband.
Giang is under
cover.
The little ones are now getting onto my lap. Kristen
exercises the boys and I teach all English and show
them funny YouTube videos on my computer. We
plan to start filming next week.

This is the new Crowne Plaza Resort and Casino. I
haven’t been in yet, but I’ll take my daughter as she
normally wins at BlackJack.
The photo was taken from my “Penthouse.” That is
Monkey Mountain in the background. If you can make
them out in the left center of the picture, there are
some old concrete reinforced hangars for USMC
helicopters from the 60’s. They are shaped like very
large Quonset huts with open ends.
-- Larry Vetter

This is my daughter Kristen with a friend on
the Han River downtown.

This is me with young friends on the same river
downtown.

DA KRONG PATROL
J. Michael Green
MAY 3, 1968
Steve Laktash stepped off the ramp of the CH46 at 1000 (10 AM) on May 3rd 1968 in a small
clearing adjacent to the Da Krong river. He scanned
the surrounding area for any signs of NVA. Normally,
the patrol leader and the radio operator went out first
so the men on the ground would have a radio in case
the pilot had to lift off; Steve was asked by the briefing
officer to go out solo on this patrol. No enemy
appeared but as the team peered out the windows, we
noticed a hooch (grass shack) and a cultivated corn
field. That was a definite sign of enemy activity since
no civilians were supposed to live in the area. Steve
waved out the rest of the team and we immediately
assumed our order of march. James “Smitty” Smith led
us out of the clearing, across a waist-deep stream, and
into the treeline.
Team Marblechamp, 3C1 (third platoon,
Charley Company, first team), of 3rd Reconnaissance
Battalion was assigned a recon zone (RZ) in the
northern portion of the Da Krong valley about ten
klicks (kilometers) south of Vandergrift Combat Base.
The patrol was scheduled for five days but the staff
who briefed us did not expect us to last more than one
or two days. This was the only time, to our knowledge,
that helicopters and jets were specifically assigned for
one patrol. Helicopters would normally insert a team
into an RZ and leave for another task. Beyond
insertions and extractions, helicopters and airplanes
were only available when a team was in trouble. For
this mission our insertion helicopters were to fly back
to Vandergrift and wait for us to release them; we also
had a flight of two F-4 Phantom jets waiting on the
flight line in Da Nang in case we needed air support.
Steve conducted a helicopter overflight the previous
day to check out the RZ and our landing zone, but this
one was different in that the chopper flew well above
the surrounding hills and made only one pass.
Hopefully the NVA would not be alerted that we were
coming.
The battle for Khe Sahn started in the summer
of 1967 and by the following January had evolved into
a siege that lasted for several more months. Situated in
the extreme northwestern
portion of South Viet
Nam, Khe Sahn is within
a few miles of the
Demilitarized
Zone
(DMZ) to the north and

Laos to the west. This was a major route for the NVA
to move men and supplies into South Viet Nam. Three
North Vietnamese Army divisions had surrounded a
reinforced Marine regiment.
It had become obvious that NVA units were
leaving the Khe Sahn area by April 1968 although the
G-2 (intelligence) people did not know where the NVA
were hiding. One guess was the Da Krong valley,
which started near Route 9 between Vandergrift
Combat Base and Khe Sahn and extended southeast for
over thirty miles. The valley was an uninhabited
mountainous area with steep slopes, dense
undergrowth, and triple-canopy jungle that exceeded
150 feet in height. Recon had not had a team in the
area for at least a year and the infantry had never been
in the valley. Near the headwaters of the valley in the
south was a pass that led into the A Shau Valley,
another area known to be an NVA staging area for
troops to gather and rest before attacking US troops
and Vietnamese towns.
Helicopters were our least favorite method of
insertion since the noise they made would alert any
NVA within several miles that Marines were in the
area. With only eight men, a recon team was not able
to conduct a lengthy firefight with a larger force.
Stealth was our best weapon: If the enemy couldn’t
find us we were safe. On a normal helicopter insert we
would land in one corner of the recon zone, move
through the RZ, and be picked up in the opposite
corner of the RZ. Using the same landing zone was
dangerous since the NVA would often leave a
hunter/killer team around an insertion LZ in case we
used it again. The RZ for this patrol had only one
possible LZ within five klicks, so there was no choice
but to use the same LZ for insertion and extraction.
Insertion LZs would often be “prepped” by jets
dropping bombs, followed immediately by the
insertion CH-46 touching down to off-load the team.
Another ’46 circled nearby in case it was needed to
extract the team and aircrew. Two helicopter gun ships
would prowl the neighborhood to act as enforcers if the
insertion turned ugly. Steve and the lead pilot decided
not to prep the LZ and instead surprise anyone in the
area.
Because of the danger of this mission, we had
nine men instead of the usual eight. We also packed
more “noise makers” than usual; 700 or 800 rounds
and eight grenades instead of the usual 500 bullets and

four grenades. Between our weapons, ammo, food,
water, and other gear, we each carried about 100
pounds on our backs.
Our mission was to move east from the LZ and
attempt to scale Hill 278 and follow the ridgeline to
Hill 421. We were also tasked with looking for a site to
establish an observation post, although the thick jungle
would likely hinder visibility and an OP was probably
impractical.
The order of march was James “Smitty” Smith
(point), Wayne Thompson (slack or second point),
Steve Laktash (patrol leader), George Boks (radio),
John Romero (heavy weapons), Jerry Beasley, Dale
“Doc” Watchorn (Corpsman), Randy Rhodes
(secondary radio), and Mike Green (tail-end Charley
and assistant patrol leader).
We moved slowly up a finger that extended
down from the mountains. The jungle was quiet and
the team moved silently. Within 200 meters we found
a small trail with several small, earthen ovens used for
cooking. The faint aroma of wood fires lingered in the
air. Dry spots on the ground replaced the dew from the
previous night and Doc decided they were not friendly
dry spots; these were likely from where gear had been
stacked during the night. We continued up the finger
another 200 meters and found a six-foot wide, hardpacked trail with log-reinforced steps and fighting
trenches on each side. The trail was fairly straight and
vegetation had been removed to about eight feet above
the trail. The normal NVA trail was less than a foot
wide and wandered around any rock or bush; this was
a heavily used route. Alongside the trail were several
wooden ammunition boxes, freshly made of what
looked like pine, with Chinese lettering on the sides.
Steve and I copied the lettering into our notebooks
while the rest of team provided security. Doc and
Smitty, who had crossed the trail, signaled they had
spotted three NVA moving down the finger toward us.
George was trying to make contact with Blue Plate
(recon headquarters) on the radio but the high
mountains and dense jungle precluded communication.
Since we were in a deep valley and George could only
whisper, Blue Plate could not hear him.
Steve wanted to elude the NVA and circle back
to the trail to look for additional signs of NVA activity.
We immediately began retreating down the slope with
George trying to raise Blue Plate. We moved about
100 meters to a spot where we’d had communication
earlier. Steve turned us sideways across the finger
while we stopped to allow George to contact Blue
Plate to advise them of the trail and sightings and that
the NVA were probably hunting us.

Doc became trapped in wait-a-minute vines.
These were less than the thickness of a pencil but very
strong: their larger cousins are what Tarzan uses to
swing through the trees. They get their name from
entangling feet and packs and a Marine has to wait a
minute to extract himself or cut the vines. Doc was
suspended nearly upside
down, trying to cut
himself free.
The area had
dense undergrowth and
visibility was only five to
fifteen feet. Randy and I
were on the right flank
with a small bush
between us. We were all
facing uphill toward the NVA when I spotted a pair of
boots moving under a bush no more that ten feet from
me. The selector switch on our M-16 rifles was under
the right thumb and had three settings: Safe, Single
Fire, and Automatic Fire. We always kept our weapons
on safe since an accidental discharge would, at best,
alert the enemy we were in the area or, at worst, shoot
a teammate. I pushed the selector switch but nothing
happened. My rifle was brand new and I had sent
several hundred rounds down range. But I had only
moved the selector switch a few dozen times. It was
not yet broken-in and was stuck. I moved my left hand
to the switch, got a firm grip, and turned it to full
automatic. In that one second, the NVA moved around
the bush and spotted Randy and me. We fired at the
same time. I emptied half a magazine into the soldier
and sprayed the area in front of me, then inserted a full
magazine and blindly sprayed the brush. Just as I
reached for the third magazine, I noticed the bush
between Randy and me was ripped apart by bullets.
As soon as I pulled the trigger, seven other
members of Marblechamp began to fire, each sending
out two magazines of automatic fire before switching
to single fire. John carried the M-79 grenade launcher
and was unable to fire because of the dense vegetation.
At the same time the patrol of NVA, estimated at 20 to
40 men, opened up with rifles and at least one light
machine gun.
Steve was prone and had fired two magazines.
He’d rolled on his side to extract another magazine
from his cartridge belt when he noticed a small hole in
the canopy above us. He told John to start lobbing M79 rounds through the hole and not to miss the hole
since any grenades hitting foliage above us would
spray shrapnel on top of us. The M-79 is a single shot
weapon that breaks like a double-barrel shotgun for
loading. Called a Blooper for the sound it makes when

firing, its 40-millimeter, high explosive round is
deadly. John was a master with the Blooper and could
fire rapidly and accurately.
The noise level was intense with 30 or 40
automatic and semi-automatic weapons firing from ten
or fifteen feet away. The addition of at least one NVA
machine gun and the steady blast of Blooper rounds
added to the din.
I rolled backward and landed on my pack but
was suspended a foot or two in the air by a network of
wait-a-minute vines. I struggled for a minute before
pulling my Ka-Bar (fighting knife) from my pack strap
to cut the vines. While I was doing that, the NVA were
still firing. Luckily, we were down slope from them
and they were shooting a foot or two above our heads.
I still have visions of leaf litter falling on my face from
the bullet-riddled vegetation above me.
George had the radio handset keyed trying to
raise Blue Plate when the firing started, and there’s
nothing like a firefight to get the attention of anyone
listening on the radio. Blue Plate immediately
confirmed that Marblechamp was in trouble and called
the air base in Da Nang to scramble the jets. The
helicopter crews were relaxing in their choppers on the
landing pad at Vandergrift with a radio tuned to our
frequency. They jumped into positions, started their
helicopters, and were able to lift off in about two
minutes. George requested an emergency extraction.
Between the team’s fire and John’s grenades,
the NVA broke contact. We again started down the hill
but realized George was not with us. He was tangled in
wait-a-minute vines. Steve and John returned for
George and cut him loose. We headed down the hill at
a pretty fast clip with Smitty and Wayne leap-frogging
and conducting “recon-by-fire” in front of us while I
fired along our back trail to slow the NVA.
When we broke into the clearing, Steve was
worried about where the NVA would appear and he led
the team across the stream to avoid being flanked. We
were taking machine gun fire and water was dancing in
the stream from the impacts. John tripped in the stream
and fell, losing the remainder of the M-79 rounds and
was not able to locate them in the deep water. Wayne
ran across the stream and stepped in a hole that was
deeper than he was tall. He continued running until he
surfaced on the other side of the hole.
Blue Plate wanted Marblechamp to break
contact and continue the mission. As commander on

the ground, Steve wanted the extraction since the
mission was compromised and he knew we were in the
midst of a large enemy force and it would be nearly
impossible for us to remain hidden. The chopper pilot
argued with Blue Plate that this might be the only
opportunity to pull us out. The pilot announced he was
in-bound and Steve signaled with a smoke grenade.
One chopper came in to pick us up while the crewmen
fired M-60s over our heads into the treeline. As soon
as we were aboard, the chopper lifted off and I dropped
a smoke grenade into the treeline. We knocked out the
Plexiglas windows on one side of the chopper and fired
into the tree line as we lifted off. We moved across the
river and orbited for a few minutes while the jets
dropped bombs and fired rockets. We thanked the jet
pilots for the quick response and the helicopters
returned the team to Dong Ha. The team made sure we
thanked the helicopter crews for being there to pull us
out. The crew chief told us they had just replaced the
windows.
It was amazing that with all of the bullets fired
at us nobody was seriously hit. Steve was hit by a few
rock fragments from a ricochet. However, when we
went to the showers that night, someone asked John
where he got the scratch on his arm. He looked and
saw he had a scratch on his upper bicep as well as a
scratch on the left side of his chest. He was curious and
looked at his shirt: a bullet had gone through the front
of his shirt between his arm and chest and exited out
the back of the shirt. He decided to keep that shirt as a
remembrance.
Other than nerves standing on end for several
days afterward, my only loss was my bush hat. It had
covered my head for many patrols and was salty, to use
proper Navy terminology. Needless to say, I worked
the selector switch on my M-16 at every opportunity
until it was well broken in.
Wayne’s “swim” was good for a lot of laughs
afterward and John’s wound provided a sense of
wonder.
This was Randy’s first patrol and the new guy
did what he was supposed to do: He pulled the trigger.
Back at Dong Ha while we were cleaning weapons and
gear he asked, “Are they all like this?”
We had spent less than three hours on the
ground. We didn’t find the “lost” NVA but we were
able to say they had been there and were probably
farther up the valley.

As a Post Script, I don’t know whether 3rd
Recon was ever able to successfully insert a team into
the Da Krong Valley. In January 1969 the Ninth
Marine Regiment conducted a “search and destroy”
operation (Dewey Canyon) in the area with First
Battalion sweeping up the valley and Second and Third
battalions moving south in adjacent valleys. The
regiment destroyed 500 tons of arms and munitions
during the operation, which lasted for over two

months.
J. Michael Greene
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